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OUR DIGITAL D -75N is a full -featured standalone mixing console that can also be

seamlessly integrated into the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK along with other D -75N
consoles. Designed specifically for the broadcast industry, the D -75N is intended for on -air and
production applications that demand a lot of function and performance. It's got all the
features you need: four stereo program busses, dual caller Superphone module, line selector
modules, control room and studio modules, plus additional accessory positions.

The D -75N gives you the benefits of both standalone and networked architectures-the
console has both independent faders for "local sources" and six networked faders capable of
accessing designated sources and mixes throughout your system. Single CAT -5 cables connect
all studios to your central rackroom, eliminating the need for costly multi -pair wiring between
rooms and making installation and expansion fast and easy.

SHARE RESOURCES and MIXES from studio -to -studio or throughout your entire facility.
In addition to your networked consoles, you can also link up multiple IOC INPUT & OUTPUT
CENTERS and further expand your Audioarts network to accommodate existing and future
sources and format changes.

With the AUDIOARTS D -75N and the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK there's a new easy
way to link your studios together-and still stay within budget. Visit our website and learn
more today!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
Copyright C. 2007 by Miedtstom Corporation sales@wheatstone.com / tel 252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net
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FlexStar HDx exciter -the gold -standard
for FM and FM -HD exciters, featuring
RTAC (Real Time Adaptive Correction for
best mask compliance) and Exgine, the
latest iBiquity platform in HD Radio.

Imagine Harris transmitters_
combined with legL-filizify Drii,-dri audio processing.

ZX1000, 1 kW tri-mode FM/FM-HD
or digital only transmitter. FM
transmitters available from 250 W
to 70 kW, in analog or HD Radio.

oo
Destiny 3DX-50,
50 kW medium wave
direct digital drive high
efficiency, high reliability
AM transmitter. AM
transmitters from 1 kW
to 2 megawatts, all fully
compatible with HD Radio.

OPTIMOD 9400 -AM Digital
No -compromise, independelt, multiband processing

for analog AM and digital radio-in one box!

For over 20 years, OPTIMOD-AM has dominated the sound
of major -market AM radio. Orban's new 9400 offers even

better analog AM processing, while its unified analog and digital
design substantially reduces costs compared to a two -box configuration.

01 Cr'
www.orban.com

Contact Harris at 800-622-0022 or email autoconfirm@harris.com

assuredcommunicatione www.harris.com
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"The first time out
with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase, the
codec just worked."
- Christian Vang

Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

"The codecs sounded great.
My management was very,
very impressed with the
demos"

- Grady Jetfreys,
Technical Manager,
Mackay Communications
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lawless sound which the
iieline G3 provided cver the
public Internet"
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Chief Engineer
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FCC Opens Comment Window on PSRA/PSSA Rulemaking
Listed under RM-11384, the petition seeks to loosen the rules for stations operating during these periods. In particular, the
petition proposes several points.

Harris Names Pannell Director of North American Sales for Radio Broadcast
Chris Pannell joined Harris in 2003 as a district sales manager, and was later named national sales manager for RF and
radio systems and consoles.

NAB to Present First HD Multicasting Award at Radio Show
The award will identify and honor the producers of programming specifically created for HD Radio multicast channels. The
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Liquid Compass Hires New COO
Amy Van Hook joins Liquid Compass from Entercom where she was director of digital operations. She will oversee day-to-
day operations for the company.

FCC Issues EAS Order
The most significant change is the addition of the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) as a key component to EAS. The proto-
col will be required for use once FEMA formally adopts it.

How Effective Was the Internet Day of Silence?
On June 26, 2007, thousands of Internet radio stations across America turned silent in symbolic protest of the increase in

royalty rates proposed by the Copyright Royalty Board (CRB).

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Transaudio Group.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2007. filii

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -20.

Enter by September 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.
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BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.
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The latest radio broadcast headlines are posted every day,
and those headlines are sent to you once a week. Stay up to
date and subscribe today.
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Stay up to date with the source of digital audio broadcasting
news and information. The coverage extends to DRM, satellite
radio and more. Subscribe today.

NAB Radio Update Newsletter
Coming in September, the NAB Radio Update e-mail newslet-
ter brings you everything you need to prepare for the NAB
Radio Show.

Industry Links
A listing of schools, museums, associations and more. If it's
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Advertiser Links
Find Web links to all the advertisers in the August issue.

Industry Events
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and conferences.
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Contoured for
natural sweet spot
enhancement.
Our new HRmk2 high -resolution Active studio reference monitors surpass

the legendary performance of our classic HRs to bring you even better sound

quality, n a stunning new package. Those alluring curves do way more

than look good. The precisely engineered contours of the cast aluminum

Zero Edge Baffle" minimize diffraction for a crystal clear image of

your mix, and control sound waves so you get detailed lows, full,

articulate mids, and shimmering highs-whether you're on axis or

off. Working in conceit with the baffle's contours, the unique

passive radiator design delivers astonishing bass exten-

sion that's super -tight and always distortion -free. Add

to that the HRmk2's wide, even dispersion and

mproved depth of field, and your studio's

sweet spot is transformed into a

full -on sweet zone.
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VIEWPOINT CSCHERER@RADIOMAGONLINE.COM

A FAQ on CAP
In mid -July, the FCC released a second report and order and a further notice
of proposed rulemaking concerning the Emergency Alert System. Part of EB
docket 04-296, the action sets the framework for the next generation EAS

system. The order covers a wide range of topics, and this month's FCC Update
on page 22 details the ruling.

The Society of Broadcast Engineers, the now -defunct Partnership for Public
Warning and other groups have worked to improve EAS, and the FCC has finally
taken action. This action, however, raises many more questions that do not have
simple answers. It also includes some requirements for broadcasters to make a

capital equipment purchase.
One key item for broadcasters is that all EAS

participants will be required to add Common
Alerting Protocol (CAP) support. CAP provides a
way to better encode information into the broad-
cast alert, but the details of interfacing CAP into
the existing EAS is not completely defined. The
result is that the FCC has raised more questions
than it has answered. I have gathered some of
these questions and compiled the best answers I
am able to find at this time.

 Stations will be required to install CAP capa-
bility once FEMA establishes a standard. Who is
going to pay for all this CAP equipment?

The broadcast stations, most likely. Right now,
only two manufacturers offer CAP/EAS equip-
ment. Sage has released the Endec HD, and
TFT is distributing a CAP-to-EAS converter. Other
manufacturers may also provide units.

 How much will CAP equipment cost?
The TFT 2008 lists for $2,195. The Sage Endec

HD lists for $2,799.
 Will this equipment be required for all stations

in addition to the present EAS equipment?
From what I can tell, yes.
 When will stations have to have this it

stalled?
180 days after FEMA adopts CAP. It is unknown

when that will be.
What's your opinion? Send it to
radio©RadioMagOnline. corn

 Can stations receive some kind of subsidy to
purchase he new equipment?

That's up to each station to determine. It's unlikely
that the FCC will take this step. It's always possible
that some petition under the Homeland Security
banner could cover some of the costs.

 How will a governor's message be tagged to
indicate that it is a state-wide message?

There is nothing in the EAS protocols that would
react like a localized EAN; however, it appears
that CAP can process a governor's message and
handle it as needed. Stations will program the
CAP function as they need to for their area. State
EAS plans may authorize an existing event code,
such as civil emergency (CIV) for a governor's
message. It's also possible that a new event code
may be created for this purpose.

 The FCC seeks feedback on providing mul-
tiple -language messages within EAS. How will
this be accomplished?

This is completely unknown at this time. The
concept has good intentions, but the practical
implementation may be beyond the technical
capability of most EAS participants and alert -is-
suing agencies.

It's encouraging that the FCC has finally taken
action on improving the Emergency Alert System,
but as you can see there are many more questions
than answers at this time. What questions do you
have relating to EAS and the new rules? Let me
know and we'll find the answers.

8 August 2007
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Nah, You've Got ACCESS.

Meet Another Real -World Super Hero...
Broadcasting a live Phoenix radio program from out to sea would be challenging for
even the most seasoned veterans. Not for Attorney and Certi-ied Financial Planner -I+
(and world traveler) Keith DeGreen. Keith is shown here usino the Comrex ACCESS
Portable as he and his ship, The Global Adventure, approach Koror Harbor In The
Republic of Palau -450 miles east of the Philippines and 7,200 miles from Phoenix'

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite,
POTS (yep, ACCESS is a full featured POTS codec and works seamlessly with
Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)-plus some services you may not have even heard of
Given the challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will
perform in real time over most available IP connections.

Contact Comrex today and find out how ACCESS can make you become a Real -World
Super Hero-wherever you are'

Keith has been broadcasting his radio program, o unique mix of pemonoi finonce, eoonomocs,
politics, and real -life -extreme broadcasting" acM'nture for 19 years. Listen live 8-I lAM
Sunday mornings AZ time on Newsralk 5.50, KFYI, or catch Keith's archived shows, and
enjoy the amazing videos, photos and Wogs of his open-ended iourd-the-werid tourney
at his website, www.theckboiadventure.corn

Put Comrex On The Une.
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Keith DeGreen says:
"Whether I'm a thousand

miles out to sea, visiting

unusual ports of call or
exploritg remote
inland places, my
Comrcx ACCESS

Portable empowers
me to project a

broadcast -quality signal

back home at anytime
from wrtualfy anywhere "
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Toll Free 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e -mod: info6kornrex.corn
19 Pine Rood, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: 978-784-1776  Fox: 978-784-1717
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Planning a
wireless LAN By Kevin McNamara,

CNE

Sooner or later you will want to consider deploying a wireless LAN around
your facility; or maybe you already have one. In any case, there are
some basic guidelines that must be followed to make the system perform

to its maximum capacity and keep the network secured.
I'll discuss the basic steps to planning a wireless LAN rather than an overview

of the emerging standards or the network topologies used. However, be aware
of these technologies prior to purchasing any wireless LAN. While equipment
conforming to the latest 802.11x standards might provide significant performance
improvements and security enhancements, it may not be completely compatible

with network interface cards based on earlier
standards, resulting in poor performance.

The most common wireless LAN device is the
wireless router. These devices have come a long

way over the past 10 years.
Consumer -grade routers costing
$100 now have features found
in much more expensive commer-

cial devices, and in most cases
alsocontain an integrated firewall
and self -diagnostic features.

When deploying a large-scale
wireless network you will likely
use dedicated access points
(AP), which are basically a
means to bridge wireless Eth-
ernet communications to either
other wireless 802.11x devices
or more commonly, the wired
Ethernet network.

A wireless LAN antenna can be
installed in an equipment room,
although ceiling -mount models are
available.

Define needs and
objectives

The first and most important
step is to understand how the
wireless LAN will serve the
facility. The obvious use would
be to replace or supplement
an existing wired Ethernet LAN

to connect individual users to the network, but
consider that the same equipment might also be
used to connect two or more networks.

The next step is to define the type of applications
to utilize network resources. Broadcast facilities
present additional demands on networks when they
also carry almost constant streaming digital audio
and/or video streams. The design of a wireless
LAN must take into consideration the aggregate
traffic requirements of streaming data along with the
number of users to estimate the peak traffic loads
that will occur through a single access point.

You will also want to factor the number of users
that will access the network at any given time. Will
the users be stationary or will they need to move
about the facility? This is important because the
performance of an access point can be degraded
if too many users are accessing simultaneously. In
the case of roaming users, the access points will
need to be carefully laid -out in order to maintain
seamless coverage and efficient handoffs to
adjacent points.

Once these issues have been defined, research
and decide on the network architecture and
standard to be implemented. While there are
newer standards such as 802.11n with more
range, faster throughput and enhanced security,
consider previous standards that in some cases
may be more appropriate due to compatibility
with existing hardware and cost.

Finally, consider the budget in the overall
scheme. Costs can be significant depending on
the objectives defined. In most cases the costs to
deploy wireless will exceed that of hardwired LAN.
Also consider the cost to support and maintain
the system over its life. However, the flexibility
fo a wireless LAN might make the investment a
worthwhile business case.

Design the LAN
There are third -party vendors who specialize in

the deployment of wireless LANs, but it is possible
to implement the LAN with little or no support.

If the plan is to cover all or a large portion of a
facility, then a site survey should be performed.
The survey is not unlike any other coverage
prediction study. It can be generated through
theoretical analysis with specialized computer
modeling, the placement of a test transmitter and
making signal strength measurements made from
deriving the actual strength of a signal at multiple
points within the facility, or a combination of both
methods. If you attempt this yourself you will need
to purchase or lease an 802.11 signal analyzer
to measure the field strength.

It helps to have a copy of the facility floor plan,
which. if available in a digital format, can be
imported into the analysis software to display the
signal footprint over the floor plan. Many vendors
of 802.11x equipment might provide free analysis
for the placement of access points. Also, take into
account obvious physical barriers that may limit

10 August 2007



Able to leap tall buildings?

No distance or line -of -

sight restriction makes

Starlink SL9003T1 the
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located above the ceiling, an ac outlet will need to
be cdded. Consider using access points powered
through the Ethernet cable, which are called Poser
over Ethernet (PoE). This eliminates the need for ac
power. In most cases you still will need to provide
Ethernet cables to the access points anyway.

Test the system thoroughly
Once the system is in place and operational,

do nor assume all the theoretical predictions are
correct. Perform a final site survey to ensure the
coverage is uniform, works properly between
adjacent access points and provides the speci-
fied level of throughput for which the system was
originally designed.

Handheld analyzers are relatively inexpensive,
starting of under $1,000, and can store data
that can be downloaded to a PC for more
complex analysis.

The success or failure of a wireless network
deployment is ultimately determined by user
experience. Proper planning and implementa-
tion will ensure users have a reliable system that
provides good performance and requires minimal
operational support over its life span.

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Cape
Coral, FL.

MANAGING TECHNOLOGY www.RadioN/agOnline.com
the propagation of signal to a particular area.
These would include studio walls, metal racks
and steel support columns.

Plan the configuration of each access point.
802.11x devices are channelized to specific
frequency ranges in a group of 12 frequencies.
Probably the most important item to be configured
will be the selection of channels each access
point will operate. Each adjacent access point
should be set to a different frequency. The specific

frequency generally doesn't matter provided it is
not receiving interference from another access

point on the network. In some cases interfer-
ence may come from another 802.11x
device nearby, cordless telephones or even
microwave ovens.
Physically locating the access points mayA simple wireless router is

also present a challenge. In order to achievea basic way to introduce a
maximum performance, the antennas shouldwireless LAN, but be sure the
be placed below ceiling level. There is a wideproper security is in place.
selection available to suit most architectural

requirements, such as low -profile ceiling mounted
units or antennas that can be mounted to a wall
or column.

The next problem is to make certain there is ac
power available to the access point. Since many
times the actual radio portion of the access point is

flamingo Jr Pearl Black Knight
Standard

Magic Far Flamingo Stereo

1111
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"The Globe from Violet Design is a pleasantly airy, vintage -sounding microphone,
which may have you comparing it to old classic German microphones used on your
favorite recordings... The microphone is very beautiful to look at, appointed with
rich purple, gold and silver colors that make it look more like some kind of sculpture
at first glance...

The Globe is as close to heaven, as I'll ever hear
411111111111111111111110

...I can't stress it enough, a great sound should inspire the performer or artist to
a better performance. The Globe does that." - Reviewed by Mike Lawson

AppleProAudio.com

g
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visit violetusa.com to learn more
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Conditional
Access for

HD Radio
By Thomas Rucktenuald

Two main concepts embody conditional access technology (CA):
entitlement and encryption. The entitlement is an authorization;
the encryption is a digital scrambling of the content.

The CA system sends an entitlement to a receiver, telling the receiver
about the programming and all the necessary signals when a consumer
registers to receive the entitled services. The system handles everything
automatically once information is entered. The receiver obtains only its own
entitlements because it is individually addressable by the CA system.

The broadcast contains encrypted program signals that the entitled
receiver decrypts. The reconstructed content occurs without error or sig-

nificant delay. The
CA system sends
information about
how to decrypt the
transmission along
with the content.

Both transmis-
sion and recep-
tion are a part of
this system. The
transmitter and the
receiver have com-
plimentary provi-

sioning. The broadcaster transmits entitlements; the receiver recognizes
only its own entitlements. The broadcaster transmits encrypted program-
ming; if entitled, the receiver can decrypt the programming.

Content

Importer

Scrambler

Exporter/
Exciter

J
Figure 1. The conditional access Scrambler connects to the
H3 Radio Importer.

Conditional access defined
In many traditional CA environments, the service is offered by one

single -platform supplier. All content, all services, all entitlements and
all authorized equipment for that system originate from one source: the
platform vider.

i - ecessarily true for terrestrial digital radio. Content suppliers,
radio , and station groups will continue to compete independently.
A CA syst for HD Radio must be a distributed system that coordinates
all of these entities, without business interference, so that any equipped
receiver may possibly receive any of these broadcasts.

Every station or station group that deploys CA will have the same type
of equipment and perform a similar encryption process. At the same
time, each station or station group must be uniquely distinct and recog-
nizable by any receiver. There can be no identity, channel identification,
or programming ID duplication.

nswer eries

Open Mic
IBOC history, part 2
by Chriss Scherer, editor

hile the HD Radio rollout
still qualifies as being in its

early phase, the technology itself
was first demonstrated as a proof
of concept in the early 1990's.The
first successful fixed AM IBOC
reception test was held on July
9, 1992, on 1660 AM from the
Xetron facility in Cincinnati. The
fixed mobile FM IBOC reception
test was held Sept. 29, 1992, on
WILL -FM in Urbana, IL.

In the last issue of Insight to
IBOC, we began a conversation
with Glynn Walden, currently the
seniorVP of engineering for CBS
Radio. Walden, then of Westing-
house, Tony Masiello, then with
CBS, and Paul Donahue, then
with Gannet,
were part
of the team
that laid the
groundwork
for the HD Ra-
dio system in
use today.

Radio:
Looking back
over the past 15 years, what
could have been done differently
to accelerate the digital radio
rollout?

GW: Consolidation was a dis-
traction for a few years. There
were some internal delays as
well, and the merger of USA
Digital Radio and Lucent brought
some changes in strategy.

The cost of the HD Radio chip -

Walden

)frainued /no
inside

..tif? Radio interest 7
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Conditional Access Open The
continued from page 1

For the system to operate correctly, every radio must
be uniquely identified so that its entitlements can be
individually addressed to it. Consumers should r(
ceive only the programming they desire and only the
programming that is intended for them. Each radio
must perform with every broadcast source.

The first CA system created for HD Radio is called
NDS Radio Guard. It was created by NDS as a tech-
nological development in cooperation with Ibiquity
Digital. NDS Radio Guard equipment fits into the sta-
tion and operates within the station's workflow.

CA in the station
The CA system incorporates into the existing HD

Radio system. Only channels created by the Importer,
secondary program services or the data channels may
be encrypted because the main program will remain
free -to -air. The V3.0 Importer (see Figure 1) will
contain a new capability called the Scrambler. The
Scrambler can be used to encrypt multiple channels.
services, or programs simultaneously.

Figure 2. The Protector communicates with the system via an
P link.

NDS Radio Guard includes two additional com-
ponents, the Protector and the Initiator. The Protec
tor (see Figure 2) links directly to the Importer and
Scrambler through an IP-based connection. For archi-
tectural efficiency, this function is collocated with the
Importer. The Protector generates information about
how the Scrambler is going to function. This infor-
mation is constantly changing at a configurable rate.
The Spooler is a carousel information buffer with data
sent out through a narrow pipe, about 1 kb/s channel,
through the Importer.

The Initiator (see Figure 3) is a server that supplies
CA administration to provide setup, parameter control
and monitoring for the Protector. This server generates
the radio entitlements based upon entered data and its
local database. It can be physically located anywhei
but must be a part of the IP network in order to control
the Protector. The Initiator can control many Protec-
tors, therefore a Network Operations Center (NOC)
with just one Initiator is a realistic solution.

The National Resource Manager (NRM) (see Figure
4) is a universal component available to all stations. It

set started very high. Siport has independently
developed an Ibiqurty-based chip, which will help
reduce the cost of tie chips. This competition will
he p drive the rollout.

There will soon be more competition in the mar-
ketplace. You'll see -he quality of reception and the
quality of the product improve. There's a struggle
to manufacture affo-dable HD Radio receivers with
the current, expens ye chipsets and expensive RF
frc nt-end.

takes time to
develop a tech-
nclogy. If Ma-
jor Armstrong's
company were
still designing
FM receivers,
we wouldn't
be where we
are today. It
was because
of innovation -
bl and, high -cut,
all the things
that broac-
casters don't

made
FM listenable
in the car. The
o-iginal Arm-
strong system
didn't work in a mo aile environment, but innovation
through competiticn made it better.

A I is well during the WILL -FM IBOC tests.
Fpom left to right: Jeff Andrews, Gannett;
Tony Masiello, CBS; Ed West, WILL -FM
e igineering; Dave Obergoener, Gannett;
Alan Parnau, CBS.

Kinl$11: What's the next step in the digital rollout?
GW: People don't understand why it takes so long

to introduce this technology. Introducing a broad-
cast technology is lot like introducing an Ipod.The
Ipod is a closed system. Nobody cares if an Ipod
is not compatible Nith anything else. But here we
have broadcast services that have to be compatible
with everything. You can't have radios that work in
New York and not in California. Then you have all
the dissenting voices and all the supporting voices
constantly at odds with each other through the pro-
cess. When you ir troduce a product like an Ipod,
people can diss it all they want. All that matters is
teat they buy it.

But here, we have to arrive through a consensus
p rocess as something that will be acceptable to all
parties before we can get the regulatory bodies to act
en it. Radio needs to be ubiquitous, unlike an Ipod.

continued on page 4

I rage credits:
F M IBOC test photo cot. desy of Glynn Walden.

"'The DAB Answer Serie; is an ongoing series of supplements that
covers the technology of diAital audio broadcasting.

Ansigh1 to IBOC- a supplement toRadio magazine, August 2007,
c2997 Penton Media All r ghts reserved.
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Conditional AccessOpen Mk
continued from page 3

An !pod only needs to work with
'tunes if that's all they want it to.
Cell phones are the same way.
It's a closed system.

Radio: What is radio's
strength?

GIN: Radio has to be every-
where. Wherever a listener is,
whatever device he has, we have
to be there. Radio broadcasting
now represents something like
38 percent of all Internet radio
listening. We compete against
thousands of non -broadcast
streamers. Why? Because we
have programming expertise.
We're good at it.

Radio: We are content produc-
ers, and when radio stations
understand the division between
content creation and content
distribution and become distribu-
tion agnostic...

GVV: We should be distribution
agnostic. We should be distribu-
tion to whatever means we need
to be to get to our listener. I saw
this very clearly for TV 10 years
ago, and I see it for radio now.TV
should look at itself as a program
supplier and forget about over -

the -air television. It's a different
paradigm. TV only reaches 15
percent of its audience over the
air. It's going to be a very long
time before radio reaches only
15 percent of its audience over
the air.

Even the people listening on-
line now are listening to us. 38
percent of Internet radio listen-
ers listen to streamed broadcast
radio stations. I think that's go-
ing to grow. We're just getting
started. When we get our HD2s
up in addition to our main chan-
nels, that's going to be additional
broadcast channel also available
on the Internet. I think that we're
going to have even greater op-
portunity there. 4

Listen to more of this
interview online at
RadioMagOnline. corn.
Cick the podcast link.

ties competitive stations and all radio receivers into a cohesive global
system. The NRM verifies station authenticity, provides unique CA
service identification, verifies and signs radio entitlements, and holds
the database of all radios. It is predicted that the radio database could
reach one billion units for the U.S. All communication between the
NRM and any Initiator in the system is via IP through a virtual private
network.

Radios and receivers
he radiu must be able It) &crypt the encrypted content transmis-

sion in real time. To do that, the radio must know how the content
was encrypted and it must already have the information it needs from
the system to decrypt it. In a secure system, the information about
decryption and how the content was encrypted is only available to
authorized receivers. The authorization comes from entitlements em-
bedded within the broadcast. Through an entitlement, the receiver
knows that it is supposed to receive the encrypted signals and how
to obtain the decrypt information.

Initiator

Sys Data

Entitlement-.

Control

Database

Protector

Spooler

Key Info

Content 1

Importer

Scrambler

Exporter/
Exciter

Figure 3. The Initiator adds administration and monitoring functions to the system.

Addressing radios in a system that can receive information from
multiple broadcasting sources requires something special. Every radio
must be unique to the system, even though many may come from the
same manufacturers. The most efficient technology that makes every
radio unique is serialization.

Each radio is individually serialized through the decoder chip. Each
decoder chip contains some unique codes and embedded secrets.
The chip/radio identification can be accessed through an activation
sequence on the radio. When the consumer calls or registers via a
website with the radio information, the system individually addresses
that radio.

NDS, as the CA manufacturer, automatically provides the serialization
information to the decoder IC manufacturers. The NRM also knows
all the serialization information. Servers, located at chip manufactur-

I e each month, our e-mail newsletter
Digital Radio Update - Insight to IBOC brings
you the latest in digital audio broadcasting.

Subscribe today at RadioAlagOnline.com.

4 August 2007 Insight to 1110C - a supplement to Radio magazine



_Monitor and alarm THREE separate AM, FM and

Ap) RadippoMulticast broadcasts all at once
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Your HD Radio'" station has lots of signals to monitor, and we've just made the task three times PIC
easier. Introducing the DaySequerra M3. It's 3-three-THREE monitors in one! Now you can No%
monitor and alarm three separate AM, FM or HD broadcasts using only 2U of rack space. oftiew
The M3 gives you three frequency -agile AM, FM and HD Radio'" Multicast tuners, each

equipped with separate analog and digital balanced outputs and six programmable dry, float-

ing contact alarm relays -18 relays, total. Each tuner stores 20 AM and 20 FM presets, decodes HD-1through HD -8 multicast

channels and displays signal strength, multipath. HD Radio'" PAD

data and analog RBDS data. Indicators report HD Locked, Multicast

Present, Delay Bit Set and Tuner Alarm.

Audio output is uncompromised, with an over -sampled D/A converter driving Class -A biased

audio outputs. HD Radio'" stereo separation is better than 90dB, and THD+N is less than 0.005

percent. The M3 gives you full-time digital audio, even when tuned to an analog station, so you

can monitor or record any station's audio in the digital domain. "Split Mode" monitoring lets

you easily pinpoint errors in analog -to -digital delay, level and phase matching. Each tuner has

a separate menu -adjustable output level setting, and a front panel lockout feature keeps

errant button pushers from changing your settings.

The M3 addresses the issue of alarms in an intelligent fashion and employs proorietary heuristic

algorithms which won't be fooled by pink noise or tones, and will generate alarms when real

program silence is detected in HD Radio' or analog broadcasts. Unlike exterral silence -sense

units, the M3 can also trigger an alarm on loss of RF Carrier, OFDM Lock, RBDS data steam,

PAD data stream, Multicast Available, and Delay Bit. You can set sensitivity for both Audio

and 3F Carrier Loss, and set Alarm Delay for all alarms to match your format. Contact your

authorized DaySequerra Distributor today!

LP. LIP MY PIP,

I) oho

NUM DeySequorre
11011

PPM

I
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DaySequerra

DaySequerra M3 features and benefits

 Three AM, FM and HD Radio`" Multicast tuners in a 2RU enclosure

 3 multi -function vacuum florescent displays (VFD)

 Displays and decodes HD -1 through HD -8 PAD data and analog

RBDS data

 Each VFD displays Signal Strength and Multipath

 Displays HD Locked, Multicast Available, Delay Set and Tuner
Alarm

 "Split 'Mode" provides easy to use HD Radio'" digital -to -analog

signal, time, level and phase monitoring

 Three separate antenna inputs for multiple Rx antenna feeds:
internal jumper links for single antenna feed

 Synthesized, pushbutton tuning for AM and FM bands including
HD -1 tt.rough HD -8

 Each tuner has 20 preset stations for AM and FM bands

 Balanced analog audio outputs at .4d8V on XLR connectors,
level adjustable

 Menu control ed output level adjustment -independent for
each tdner

 Transformer -isolated 110 ohm digital audio output on XLR

conne( tors -5.1 Surround capable

 Full-time digital outputs, even when tuned to an analog station

 Six rear panel mounted assignable alarm relay contact closures

for each tuner

 Front Panel control lockout feature to prevent unauthorized

changes to setup

 Built it the USA to last -full 3 year warranty

www.daysequerra.com
154 Cooper Rd. Bldg. 90"e, W. Berlin, NJ 08091  T: 856-719-9900  F: 856-719-9903  sales@daysequerra.com



Conditional Access
ers and connected to NDS, program the data that
individualizes each HD Radio decoder chip. This
process is done for other broadcast systems and is
well known in integrated circuit manufacturing.

With the proper radio ID information, the receiver
obtains its entitlements and automatically turns on in a
very short period
of time.

Operational
changes

Appl) mg LA
can be as simple
as turning it on
for specific mul-
ticast channels
and leaving that
to run until the
station decide'.
otherwise. The
system will also
support constant
change. Opera-
tional personnel
access the user interlace to perform required L.\
changes, to apply CA to specific programs or chan-
nels and to change the setup at their discretion. One
program may be encrypted but the next program may
be free -to -air.

Because of the new channels and new programming
opportunities, automation systems will need to control

the HD Radio equipment as well as the multiple playl-
ists. The automation system may provide one place
to access and setup the entire station system.

Data entry is another future operational reality. When
the consumer registers his radio, the radio ID informa-
tion is critical for entitlement. However, this registration
process is an opportunity to learn more about .he con-
sumer, which will be extremely valuable for the station

advertisers.
The NDS Radio

Guard CA equip-
ment can entitle
several thousand
radios. Should en-
titlements exceed
this, the station
or station group
might consider a
subscriber man-
agement system
(SMS), a subscrib-
er or membership
software that can
be integrated with
the CA system, or
a private company

that specializes in customer handling. The system ac-
cepts registration information from operations person-
nel, entries from an SMS system, or from a Web portal
that allows the user to self -register. A

National Resource
Manager

Initiator /

Sys Data

Entitlement

Control

Database

Protector

Spooler

Key Info

Content

*i

Importer

Scrambler

Exporter/
Exciter

Figure 4. The National Resource Manager has the final supervisor/ control for the
integrated CA system.

Rucktenwald is director of data applications delivery
for NDS, Costa Mesa, CA.

Sample and Hold
Awareness is not the same as interest
By Chriss Scherer, editor

ore stations are adding HD Radio transmission equipment and multicast streams. Many stations con-
tinue to air the "HD Radio: Discover It!" spots provided by the HD Digital Radio Alliance as part of

its on -air campaign to promote the
technology. According to an Arbitron
study, the effort is having a positive
effect on awareness.

Arbitron surveyed radio listeners
12+ in January 2006 and again in
January 2007. When asked if they
had heard or read anything recently
about HD Radio, the 2006 results

the same question resulted in 26 per -

El Very interested

TI Somewhat interested

 Not very interested
Not at all interested

.1._1111 Don't know

showed that 14 percent of listeners knew about HD Radio. In 2007,
cent of radio listeners saying they were aware of HD Radio.

So now that awareness has risen, does this translate into a greater listener interest in HD Radio? Unfor-
tunately, no. The responses lean to more than 2/3 of the respondents not having any interest in HD Radio.

It seems that the consumer awareness campaign needs to shift into a consumer interest campaign.

Base: 12+ Source: The Infinite Dial 2007: Radio's Digital Platforms; Arbitron

6 August '2007 Insighl to IBOC - a supplement to Radio magazine



MANIA -SEX HD+AM
LAUNCH YOUR HD AND UPGRADE YOUR AM SIMULTANEOUSLY

There's a reason why more of the world's powerhouse AM

radio stations have turned to Omnia processing .It just

sounds better! Additionally, Omnia continues to lead the
industry with constant innovation. We pioneered the first
non-aliasing digital clipper. (Some still feel it's the only
one!) We introduced combo processing for HD -AM
broadcast - dedicated processing for conventional AM, as

well as a separate processor for HD Radio.

Omnia.5EX HD+AM has a powerful toolbox. 5 -Band

limiting for conventional analog transmission, along with a

powerful oversampled, distortion -controlled, non-aliasing

clipper that delivers loud, clean, and competitive audio.
Output filtering that is suited for NRSC, ITU, or HD Radio

requirements.

Processing for HD Radio/DRM is smooth and clean, thanks

to a precision look -ahead limiter that reduces unwanted
intermodulation distortion (IMD). This enables one box to
generate two incredible sounding signals.

And for convenience, Omnia.5EXi HD+AM offers built-in
Diversity Delay, which reduces redundancy, and points of

failure in your transmitter plant. (BTVV: It was our idea to

put the Diversity Delay in the audio processor.)

Analog or digital, it doesn't matter. With Omnia.5EX, your
signal will be remarkably clean and clear, with punch and

presence that makes AM radio come alive!

INNOVATIVE OMNIA ENGINEERING:
WHERE AM AND HD COME ALIVE!

M nACI
A Teo, CarrpAny

OmniaAudio.com

Ornrva. SEX HDAkfl are registered trademarks of TLS Corp 02007 All Rvghts Reserved



Charles Lelievre
Director of Technology,

Connoisseur Media, LLC

Managing Content. Delivering Results.

"After researching the market, I chose Harris because we knew that they could aid in the impossible-getting at least
six of our new stations on the air from the ground up in less than a year. When I run out of ideas or I'm seeking a
solution to a problem, I know I can call Harris and speak to a professional-a real engineer; somebody on the ground,
working with new technologies and equipment-and come up with innovative solutions to my problems. As a rapidly
growing company, it's also great to know that with Harris as our technology partner, we have a clear and efficient path
to HD Radio". We're a small company in today's market, but Harris treats us like we're their biggest customer."

AM/FM AUDIO CONSOLES DIGITAL RADIO BROADCAST STUDIO HIGH POWER AM SYSTEMS 8 SERVICE

so assuredcommunications-
Broadcast Microwave R F Comm  Government Systems www.harris.com

Phone (800) 622-0022 or email: bcdautoconfirm@harris.com HO Radio"' is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corp.



NEW DIRECTIONS. NEW DEFINITIONS. NEW DEVICES.

The NAB Radio Show' promises to deliver a one -of -a -kind
networking opportunity for station professionals representing
all formats and market sizes. Discover what's hot, what's not,
and how to boost your station's success.This year's focus is on:

-.72111M11

 New Directions - Find out now new technologies are changing
your markets and learn what works (and what doesn't).

 New Definitions - Gain ins ght ir to how PPM will revolutionize
the way you define and track your audience.

 New Devices - Go Digital. Discover multicasting and wireless
data text options.

Register today for the most explosive week in radio!

"The NAB Radio Show will have value -packed sessions
for large and small market broadcasters. Whether you need
creative sales a -id marketing tools, insightful research results
that relate to your listeners, or ways to benefit from new
technologies, you'll find it all in Charlotte!"

Susan Patrick
Executive Vice President/
Co-owner, Legend
Communications

September 26-28, 2007
Charlotte Convention Center
Charlotte, North Carolina

www.nabradioshow.com
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FCC launches
EAS makeover By Harry Martin

Acting in a proceeding that began two years ago, the FCC has adopted rules

upgrading and modernizing the Emergency Alert System (EAS). Also, the
agency is seeking comment on some new proposals including expansion

of the system to include state and local governments and to make sure non-English
speakers and disabled persons are reached by emergency messages.

The new EAS rules are designed to facilitate delivery of emergency information
across a variety of platforms in a digital format and to provide improved access for
disabled persons. The change likely to have the greatest impact on broadcasters
is the FCC's adoption of the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) for all EAS partici-

pants. The CAP system stardardizes the delivery
of text, audio or video alerts via broadcast, cable,
satellite and other communications systems. The
idea is that when an emergency occurs, the local,

1)ateline
On or before October 1, radio stations in Alaska,

Hawaii, Oregon. Washington and the Pacific Islands
must file their biennial ownership reports with the FCC.
Also on or before October 1, radio stations in the

following states and territories must place their annual
EEO reports in their public files and post them on
their websites: Alaska, Florida, Hawaii. Iowa, Missouri,
Oregon. Puerto Rico. Virgin Islands. Washington and
the Pacific Islands.

state or federal officials who need to distribute
immediate word of the emergency should not have
to waste time configuring their alerts for multiple
different delivery platforms. The new protocol
streamlines their ability to get the notices out as
quickly, to as many people and through as many
communications means as possible.

While the shift to CAP will require some adjust-
ments on the broadcast side, the required changes
are not effective immediately. Participants will
have to adopt the CAP system within 1 80 days

of FEMA's adoption of CAP standards. That has
not yet happened, so at a minimum, broadcasters
will have until the end of the year and probably
longer to take the necessary steps.

Local addition
The Commission has also expanded the EAS

requirement to mandate that EAS participants
transmit alerts originated by state governors or
their designees. Historically, the mandate has
been limited to national announcements initiated
by the President. And further expansion may be
in the works: In its further notice of proposed rule
making )FNPRM) on EAS, the Commission is seek-
ing comment on whether EAS participants should
also be required to transmit alerts from local and
county governments.

As noted earlier, the FNPRM also seeks com-
ments on whether special EAS alerts should be
provided to non-English speaking people and
persons suffering disabilities. In this context the
FCC also seeks comments on:

 The need for testing of the EAS system
 The need for reporting requirements regarding

emergency responsiveness
 If c need is found, the nature and extent of

such reporting requirements

The Commission previously ordered the Public
Safety and Homeland Security Bureau toconvene
at least one meeting on improving EAS service
to disabled and non-English speaking persons.
The stakeholders were given one month's notice,
until the end of June, to submit a progress report
on these discussions into the record of the rule
making proceeding.

Martin is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildretn, Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhkaw.corn

22 August 2007
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"WIDEORBIT is light

years ahead of the

competition."
- John Geary, Vice -President

and Market Manager, Entercom

WIDEc\ORBIT

www.wideorbit.com

C

wo WO TRAFFIC

Not simply a software solution,

but an investment
in your future.

The future, now:

WO TRAFFIC FOR RADIO is a complete research, proposal,

sales, traffic and billing solution fully equipped for:

El, EDI, HD radio

Accurate avails, real time inventory,
remote access, corporate roll -up

Podcasts, internet and NTR revenue streams

We are investing in your business:

WIDEORBIT will reinvest 520mm in 2007 to help make

broadcasters more efficient and MORE PROFITABLE.

See WO TRAFFIC FOR RADIO at this year's NAB RADIO SHOW

September 26-28, Charlotte, NC . Booth 521.

For more information cr to see a demo anytime contact:

Mike Zinsmeister, Vice President Sales

1.404.378.3381 I mikez,.. wideorbit.com

2007 WideOrbit Inc. All rights reserved.



TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

that sim

Broadcast engineering has always been a systems
engineering type of job; we assemble large sys
tems made up of dozens of pieces of equipment

made by disparate manufacturers and then, through
patience and diligence, expect the entire thing to work
on a 24 -hours -per -day, 7 -days -per -week basis. I have
written extensively about the large individual blocks of
the typical broadcast system-consoles, transmitters,
antennas and so forth -but as we all know, that isn't

By Coug Irwin

Hancy cevices
oli-y recular tasks

all that goes in to a typical broadcast system. There
are unique circumstances in every radio station-some
physical, some due to specifically requested functional-
ity-that cannot always be addressed Ey the features
of the major components of the system. What becomes
necessary in many cases such as these are special
devices-we'll call them gadgets in this article-that
fill in those gaps and provide the last little piece of the
puzzle that makes the system complete.



RemoteMix 4
Introducing A Field Mixer That's Outstanding In Its...um...Field

141,40.
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JK Audio
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Combining a four -channel field mixer with a four -channel headphone
amplifier, a phone -line hybrid, a universal PBX handset interface, a
wireless phone interface and Blu2tooth' Wireless Technology to con-
nect to cell piones and portables, the RemoteMix 4 is ready to work
just about anywhere you are.

Use it as a phone -line hybrid, cal ing into your studio talk show hybrid.
Use it as a front end mixer for your POTS, ISDN or IP codec. Or use it
as a combination broadcast/IFB mixer. No matter how you use it, you'll
find that it's an incredibly versatile mixer.

Plus... IT SOUNDS GREAT! A scft limiter prevents overdriving the
phone line interfaces, while the mixer XLR output is pre -limiter (full
range), meaning you have a feed for every need. Bass boost adds a
bit of low end before send ng the signal down the phone line to provide
that "how'd you get it to sound THAT good over POTS lines" nudge.
There are convenient 3.5 mm send and receive jacks for recording the
show or mixing in your MP3 player.

The RemoteMix 4 can be powered by batteries or the included AC
adapter, so you'll never lose a coinection - even during a loss in power!

We think we've done our homework with RemoteMix 4. And it'll be in
your hands in plenty of time for tie fall sports season.

TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO MOW
JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA Toll Free: 800-552-8346  Tel: 815-786-2929  Fax: 815-786-8502  www.jkaudio.com  infoajkaudio.com



Gadgets, widgets and interfaces
As the years have posed and the broaccusi

industry has matured, there has been less
and less time for the typical station engineer

to design and assemble the final gadgets
that complete the entire system. With the
typical engineer now handling IT issues,
and in many cases, multiple stations, the
days of in-house design and construction
have, at the very least,
waned. I have seen quite
a few home -brewed
devices such as consoles

land even the original
Ampliphase transmitter]
and I have designed
and built many gadgets
myself, but I can scarcely
remember the last time
built anything.

With this trend have
come more and more small broadcast equipment manu-
facturers making gadgets to fill in those tiny system gaps.
There are many manufacturers producing hundreds of
gadgets, and it would be impossible to highlight them
all, but I'll share some select units I have used myself or
believe would be useful to fill many of the little gadget
gaps around a radio station.

AIL
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HENRY

IIIIII USBAES MATCHBOX""
IJSB<>AES PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL INTERFACE

S TA -1  STICK -ON
UNIVERSAL LINE AMPLIFIERS

BALANCED OR UNBALANCED HIGH OR LOW Z
OU,TZ

A A
TS

f f"'"1 PWR % 1/".%- - - -
00 00 0 0 0

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

A plethora of
utility devices
exist to interface
audio sources and
destinations

AUDIO CONTROLLED RELAY

RELEASE DELAY ADJUSTABLE 05 TO 5 SEC

SHOWN DE -ENERGISED
LINE INPUT PWR

0 00000 000 000

m ka MICROPHONE ARM AND MORE

Outstanding design - Yellowtec's new product
line for positioning microphones and monitors.

m!ka integrates simple and elegant appearance with
heavy duty performance. Combining mic and monitor

mounts into one modular system, m!ka helps you restore
order to your desktop area.

Visit our website for US distribution.

".,gaMas. if int 6 iC COM

10)

YELLOWTEC
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: info@yellowtec.com
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EM 2000 is a 2030.1 FM nunsmiMeemede
up of the EM 25 DIG exciter (or EM 23/30 exciter) and the
AM 2000 FM amptWor. AM 2000 it cludes eight 300W hilh-
efficiency MOSFET technology orechh mg modules, fed by 2
independent switching power supplies, which ore madr to
withstand the working conditions. Fhe omplitnong 'nods les
work independently thanks to o pc -we combining eruct)..e
that provides high isolation between them.

OMB AMERICA
factory and laboratories
phcne. (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA

OMB EUROPA
departamento comercial
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Avda. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA

50410 Zaragoza, ESPANA

fobrica y laboratorio
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Pol. Ind. Centrovia C/Paraguay, 6
LA MUELA

50196 Zaragoza, ESPANA
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MT/MR PLATINUM > 1 GH:
s a mgol.perio.rnooce Stud -O Col ansin es It is made
up of the 5W MT transmitter exterec Hy synthesized in 10MHz
sub -bonds with o step of 100K1lt, and tie MR double
co inversion receiver, that is extendly synthesized, too. The
MT is microprocessor controlled, =Id includes LCD display
for the visuolizahon of the most relewnt trarsortssion parameters
(frequency (6 -digit), forward and reflected power, modulation
level), belonced Mono, Stereo (MIX). The MR receiver hos
the some visualization system os to transnMer It includes
balanced Mono and Stereo 1M:1X outpu-s. =Lrthermore, the
MT/MR Platinum STl includes a lumpier is orcer to get o
proper cperation with digital signs b.
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Gadgets, widgets and interfaces
A need fulfilled

Not surprisingly, most of the gadget makers are expatri-
ate broadcast engineers themselves. Henry Engineering
may be the oldest of these companies, and it makes what
is probably the quintessential gadget: the Logiconverter.
This device has four opto-isolated inputs and four isolated
relay outputs. This allows two units to be connected
electronically without the physically touching. The unit
has front -panel programming allowing the user to have
either latched or momentary outputs from continuous or
momentary inputs. A single input can also be used to
control two outputs; and conversely, two inputs can be
used to control one output.

Henry makes a device that solves a more 219 century
issue is the USB-AES matchbox. This little unit provides
AES audio in and out of a computer by way of the USB
connector. It has balanced and floating (transformer
isolated) inputs and outputs and will work with any
operating system that supports USB 1.1 or higher. 48,
44.1 and 32kHz sample rates are all supported with
16 -bit word length.

Another long-time player in the gadget field is Radio
Design Labs (RDL). I think its most famous product is prob-
ably the STA-1 Stick -on balanced -to -unbalanced converter.

(How many consumer -grade cassette decks made it in

to radio stations after this unit came out?( However, the
company makes dozens of other things such as the ST -

Resource Guide
Selected manufacturers

of gadgets
and interfaces.

25 -Seven
888-257-2578
www.25-seven.com

A -Designs Audio
818-716-4153
www adesignsaudio com

Alert System
817-944-5903
www bgs cc/alertsystem htm

Aphex Systems
818-767-2929
www.aphex.com

Arrakis Systems
970-461-0730
www.arrakis-systems.com

Service and Pricing
you can Count On!

YOUR COMPLETE RADIO
SOLUTIONS PROVIDER

March 2007
1992 FCC approves HD System

1st Fixed
IBOC Reception

2005
1976 First Live HD

June 2007
SCMS acquires assets of

Major Broadcast
SCMS founded Multichannel Broadcast Equipment Supplier*

- WFAE

We are here for the Long Haul!

Contact SCMS at any of its offices to discuss your broadcast needs
Ask for Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy at 1-800-438-6040
Mid -South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben
Central: 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien
West Coast: 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp
Mid -West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle
South -Atlantic: 1-770-632-1295 Art White

North-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck
South-West: 1-210-775-2725 John Lack -less
North Central: 1-513-376-8600 Pam Lefler
Pro Audio: 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein

*Go to SCMSinc.com for details
Latin America: 1-760-650.1427 Uly Massarijj He in Pineville, NC

www.SCMSinc.com
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ACR1 audio -controlled relay. This unit has a DPDT relay controlled by
a line -level audio sensor. The audio sensitivity on this part.cular one is
-30dBu to OdBu, and the time adjustment ranges from 0.5 to 5 seconds.
Power is provided by an outboard 24Vdc power supply.

Not everything RDL makes falls under the Stick -on category, though.
Take, for example, the FP-MX4 mic or line mixer. This device has four
inputs. Each can be set for mic or line level sensitivity to feed a single
bus with a line -level and a mic-level output. Power is provided by an
outboard 24Vdc power supply (better known as a line lump or wall -
wart). The device itself is designed to be mounted on a panel of some
sort and is quite small.

Broadcast Tools has an extensive line of gadgets for the broadcast
engineer. Take for example the SM-Ill Plus silence monitor. This is a
4x2 audio switcher (although it can be programmed to operate as two
separate 2x1 switchers( that will detect silence on a primary audio feed
and then switch to the second set of inputs after a programmed delay
time. The silence sensitivity is adjustable, as is the return -to -normal delay
time. Alarm outputs are also provided via form -C relay contacts.

Another device made by Broadcast Tools that I have used time and
time again is the SS2.1 passive switcher. I'm partial to the BNC ver-
sion, and I use it as a composite switcher. This device is simply a 2x1
switcher that is controlled by the front panel or by remote control. It is

completely passive-the main input is passed through to the main output
even with no power applied (since it is just relays after all).

Not surprisingly, most of
the gadget makers are
expatriate broadcast

engineers themselves.
One product I have seen used with great success is the Circuitwerkes

AC -12 rack -mount phone coupler bank. This is a frame that can hold
up to 12 auto -couplers, each of which can be fed from one of two
audio inputs (balanced and bridging). The couplers themselves have
LED status indicators to show when the line is ringing and when they've
connected. Each coupler has a 600(1 balanced output as well so that
you can use it to drop off audio from a remote site in addition to the
more familiar auto -coupler function. Another useful feature is the relay
contact that each coupler has, indicating when the unit is online.

Speaking of telephone stuff, Circuitwerkes also makes a handy DTMF
encoder gadget known as the Genr8. Through its optically -isolated inputs
it generates DTMF tones by way of relay contacts, switches, or other
logic. Using RS -232, the Genr8 can be controlled by a computer running
a terminal program; programming the device is made simpler by way of

a Windows -based program. Since the device includes an audio mixer,
the DTMF control tones can easily be added to the payload audio.

New needs, new devices
Broadcast Devices has a broad line of devices for broadcast engi-

neers. One particular device undoubtedly created in response to a need
generated by HD Radio is the CTD-300 composite-to-AES converter.
This device takes a composite input, such as that provided by a legacy
radio STL receiver, and provides an AES3 output suitable for insertion
into the HD Radio program chain. The sample rate is selectable to 32-,
44.1-, 48- and even 96kHz. Separation spec is 40dB from 50Hz to
15kHz, the obvious limiting factor being the quality of the composite
signal coming in to the device. I should also mention that there are two
AES outputs provided on the rear apron. (Take the second output, convert
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Millenium
IE

For Network Connectivity

Millenium Livewire consoles feature IP audio
connectivity AND local studio mixing.

Connect your local studio sources to 12 channels
of studio mixing and select facility -wide sources
on LCD displays Radio Systems combines the
power of Livewire networking with the functionality
of a studio stan i-alone console package.

Analog, Digital cr Livewire - only Millenium
lets you choose.

mks*
Analog and Digital Broadcast Consoles

Radio Systems, Inc.  601 Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ o8o85

Phone: 856-467-8003. Fax: 856-467-3044  www.radiosystens.com
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Gadgets, widgets and interfaces
to auu,u, and you have a simple v.ay to listen to a backup STL
with no need to actually put it on -air.)

Broadcast Devices also makes the CMP-300 composite mixing
and distribution system. This device has three composite inputs,
each with variable gain into a single -bus, and then three outputs
with individual gain controls. If you've ever tried to run multiple
SCAs into an older exciter (or STL transmitter) with only one SCA
input, you'll quickly see how handy this gadget is.

Titus Labs may not have the name recognition of some of the
other gadget makers, and its 3DRX may not really qualify as a
gadget because it's a very functional AES switcher. This 1RU

TFT. MEM
AUDIOARTS. ENGINEERING

OS

OM? redo.

IIBL 111,1.11.

Neumann USA

JK Audio

-111rilDIMILOgban
XISENNHEISER. jArk"
COMEX 111

Tkelinen data

TASCAM linavorlics Apar

FE'0
DENON

IENIF., I NC:/NEE/-INC

...and much morel

Contact Chuck Maines at Broadcast Depot to get your next quote.

and see what you've been missing'

E-mail cmaines@7bd.com I www 7bd com
Toll -Free 877 -90 -KNOW (23669)1 Fax 765-983-3817

Resource
Guide

ATI Group
800-922-8001
www.atiaudio.com

Behringer
877-672-0816
www.behringer.com

Broadcast Devices
914-737-5032
www.broadcast-devices.com

Broadcast Tools
877-250-5575
www broadcasttools com

CBT Systems
858-536-2927
www.cbtsystems tv

Circuitwerkes
352-335-6555
www.circuitwerkes.com

Conex Electro Systems
800-645-1061
www conex-electro com

Danagger Audio Works
800-888-89AUDIO
www.danagger.com

Dixon Systems
416-261-3773
www clixonsystems com

DM Engineering
800-249-0487
www dmengineering com

Fostex America
800-7-FOSTEX
www.fostex.com

Furman Sound
707-763-1010
www.furmansound.com

Gefen
800-545-6900
www.gefen.com

Henry Engineering
626-355-3656
www.henryeng.com

Knights
Communications

800-880-5061
www kci-dfw com
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device has two AES3 or 7511 AES3-ID inputs unbalanced inputs and
is primarily used to detect problems on the main input (for example
loss of lock, other data errors, and perhaps most importantly, loss of
decoded audio) and then switches to the secondary input manually or
automatically after a user -programmed amount of time. But wait-there's
more. If the 3DRX detects problems on both AES inputs, it will switch
to the third input source: a set of analog inputs. It converts the analog
input to digital with an internal A/D converter so that it can continue
to provide an AES output. The 3DRX also has a passive failure mode.
With no power applied, the main input will pass through -o the output.
The switching and alarm functions are available via a D -sub connector
on the rear panel.

Titus also makes the Web -Rem, an IP-based remote control with a
built-in Web server. User access is via the Ethernet connector, and

-controlled devices connect to the Web -Rem via a D -sub connector. The
Web -Rem uses relays and open collector outs to provide control, and
accepts analog inputs from the controlled devices, so it can provide
telemetry to the remote user.

Rane makes many devices that fall in to the gadget category. My favorite
device is the SM-26B mixer. This is a single -rack unit line level mixer with
six mono inputs and a separate stereo input on the rear panel. Each mono
input then has its own gain control and its own pan control, allowing the
user to either use the mix bus in a stereo mode or a dual -mono mode It

fits the bill for just about any outboard mixing function.

111111111,4111,--4
BROADCASTtools

(

SNI111 PLUS

%Ft. Mut.,

tl PLUS

( /

Auto

Some gadgets pack powerful tools into very small
packages that can be tucked into a rack or mounted
on a rack room wall.

Rane also makes the SAC -22 active crossover network. This device is
built around a Linkwitz-Riley filter that provides phase -coherent outputs
from the low-pass and high-pass filters. Primarily this device would
be used to bi-amp monitor speakers, which could be very handy in
a studio -build or PA function. It could also come in handy for audio
processing functions.

Warnings and alerts
The first unit I noticed from DM Engineering is its Pager -Dialer. This is a

small box with two input ports. The unit is programmed to seize a phone
line and to dial a pre-programmed phone number in response to the
input port stimulus. The numbers dialed and the DTMF str ngs sent may
be the same or different for the ports depending upon the way the unit
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When digital is :he requirement- Mil enium Digital
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With 10 mix -minus outputs, simultaneous analog
and digital stereo buses and FREE factory digital
channel upgrades, Millenium digital consoles are
engineerei for your digital future.

Analog, D gital or Livewire - only Millenium
lets you choose.
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Analog and Digi7al Broadcast Consoles

Radio Syste-ns, Inc.  6o1 Heron Drive  Logan Thwnship, )11o8o85

Phone: 856-467-8o00  Fax: 856-467-3044 - www.radiosystems.com
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Gadgets, widgets and interfaces
is p1L :rnmed. This could be a very handy unit to use
when a call -out function is needed, but you don't want
to pay the freight for a full-blown remote control.

Another interesting device by DM Engineering is the
Studio Hotline Multi. This is a multiple -line (up to 12
lines) ring detector that drives a flasher system. (One
ring detector can drive up to five separate flashers.) The flashers
are then located either in the studio or office space for the station;
personnel are alerted to incoming calls by means of differently
colored LEDs and distinctive audible indications.

In this day and age of broadcasting, most of us are consumed

411

the professional broadcaster's choice for

IP STLs

kiVorldCast Eclipse
IIIIM6011104.

r),)
 Ilmons...,

    4   Ill

1 r1

At last! An IP audio codec that offers a reliable, DSP-based platform and

automatic back-up for 24/7 reliability.

APT's WorldCast Eclipse is the ultimate in flexibility and cnoice offering IP, X.21/

V.35 and ISDN interfaces and a selection of popular coding algorithms including

Enhanced apt -X, MPEG Layer 2/3, MPEG 4 MC, G.711 and G.722

All the features you expect from a professional broadcast codec are supplied as

standard: analog and AES/EBU I/Os, adjustable silence detection, alarm ports,

contact closures, speed dials, embedded auxiliary data and many more...

Configuration and control of the WorldCast Eclipse is

straight -forward and simple thanks to APT's powerful

and intuitive Codec Management System (CMS).

Offering extensive real-time management of multiple

codec units, the CMS enables alarm monitoring,

logging and performance monitoring as well as

configurable user and audio profiles.

To see the full functionality of CMS, download a trial

version from www.aptx.com.

#40.  mit
_

APT Headquarters
Tel: +44 (0)28 9037 1110
Email: info@aptx.com

APT North America
Toll Free: 800 955 APTX
Boston Tel: 781 810 2260
Email: sales@aptx.com

www.aptx.com

AUTOMATIC
THREE CMANNIEL. 010ITAL REPEATER AOC IIIIWITCMAR

Resource
Guide

Little Labs
323-851-6860
www.littlelabs.com

Lucid Technology
888-349-3222
www lucidaudio com

Neutrik
732-901-9488
www neutrik com

Opamp Labs
323-934-3566
www opamplabs com

Prime Image
408-867-6519
www primeimageinc com

Preto Sound
800-253-7360
www procosound com

Radial Engineering
604-942-1001
www radialeng com

Radio Systems
856-467-8000
www radiosystems com

Rane
425-355-6000
www rane com

RCI Custom Products
800-546-4724
www rcicustom com

RDL (Radio Design Labs)
800-281-2683
www rdlnet com

Rolls Corporation
801-263-9053
www.rolls.com

SBS
+441789 768870
www.sbsfm.com

Sine Systems
615-228-3500
www.sinesystems.com
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Sonifex
207-773-2424

Sound Devices
608-524-0625
www.sounddevices.com

www.independentaudio.com

TFT
800-347-3383
www.tftinc.com

Titus Technological
Laboratories

860-633-5472
tituslabs com

Some of the most useful gadgets are full interfaces,
such as the Titus 3-DRX audio switcher and the
DM Engineering Studio Hotline phone and door
annunciator.

by the typical engineering functions such as studio and transmitter main-
tenance -often in addition to managing IT around the station. The days of
home -brewing in-house design and construction of unique devices have for
the most part disappeared. The most simple broadcast system-a studio
mixer followed by an STL, followed by the transmitter-will encompass
100 percent of the system in many cases. But add remote broadcasting
capability, for example, or syndication, or the generation of sports networks
and the big building blocks no longer make up the whole system. Ultimately

the success of the unique system will be dependent upon your knowledge,
experience and creativ-
ity. Fortunately there are

plenty of equipment
manufacturers to fill in

the gaps and provide
the kind of gadgets that
make up the last 1 or

2 percen- of the overall
system.

Irwin is the chief engineer
of WKTU-FM, New
York City.

What's yoliP\
favorite gadget?

Ward -Beck Systems
800-771-2556 (
www ward -beck com

Whirlwind
800-733-9473
www.whirlwindusa.com

Tell us at
radio @pento CM?
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For Analog Dependability

Millenium Analog Consoles still offer thousands of
broadcasters grEat sounding audio performance.

With solid-state switching, rugged LED -lit keypads
and total DC audio control, Millenium Analog
Consoles are knpwn for 24-7 reliability. When
Analog fits the bill - the best value is Radio
Systems Millenium Consoles.

Analog, D gital or Livewire - only Millenium
lets you cioose

red4.
Analog and Digi-al Broadcast Consoles

Radio Systens, Inc.  6oi Heron Drive  Logan Township, NI o8o85
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Tips, tricks, hints and more
Label strips simplify updates

Distribution amps and many other types of equipment can provide
multiple outputs seldom accessed once set, which makes it that

much more troublesome when a change must be made. Writing on the
unit itself with pencil or marker looks bad, and a label stuck on the unit
is hard to update. A more sensible alternative is to use a plastic labeling
strip with an inserted paper legend. Some of these strips include Uline

(www.uline.com), Holdex and Slip Strip
(both found at www.holdex.com). Check
industrial supply and wholesale outlets
as possible sources.

Landry is an audio Tnaita:r kir ?cc,
engineer at CBS Rarlinrw,,,,cm,r)ri
One, New York.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com.

By John Landry, CSRE

Label it
Proper labeling is important. How many times
have you gone to a transmitter site and the

most important switch has a faded masking tape
label scrawled by someone years ago in the wee
hours of the morning? Cne common solution is a
label -maker, such as venerable Brother P -Touch.
But how do you place labels in places where the
P -touch labels won't stick? What if they just won't
fit? In many cases, it's possible to use your PC.

MS Word, Excel and most other printing pro-
grams can be used to print self -stick, plain paper
or transparency labels in more sizes and fonts
than anybody could ever need. With some care-

ful measuring and setting up, a template for just
about anything can be made. Patchbays, control
surfaces and even PC keyboards can be fitted
with a durable and easy -to -read overlay legend. I
have had very good success with regular Scotch
transparent tape. Some people like the look of
clear cellophane packing tape, too (although I

find it yellows with age). Similar paper labels can
be attached to cables and wire using clear tape
covered with clear heat -shrink tubing. These wires
will still be readable years later.

If you have created templates and want to share
them, send them to us. We'll post them in the
Engineer's Notebook at RadioMagOnline.com.

Wire label covers
The old manner of applying wire labels in-
volved clear heat shrink over the label. This

is fine if the shrink is placed on the cable before
the connectors are added, but a simpler method
is to use self -laminating labels. These include a
clear section covering the label to keep the text
from being rubbed off. These labels con be run
through most printers, and many of them can be
easily removed if the cable's identity changes.

Make some test jigs
When a piece of equipment fails, taking time
to make a test jig c..nly delays the diagnostic

process. A bag of audio adapters is an easy
way to make conversions, but a few specific test

adapters can aid troubleshooting. XLRs and other
connectors to clip leads area good generic tool.
Also make jigs specific to less common connectors,
such as Euroblock or Phoenix connectors.
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On-airS Automation

irirgrir -fo -,
nly 100 per month

...come to our website and see why more sta-
tions buy Arrakis Systems !!! Vew York. L.A.,

Chicago. Moscow. Paris. Beijing. Nigeria,
Baghdad, Jamaica, Tahiti & around the world.

With thousancs of consoles. studio furniture
packages. and on air automation systems
sold worldwide since the late 1970s. Arrakis

Systems is a world leader in Radio broEdcast
engineering and manufacturing. Quality, reli-

ability. and value are the hall -

Arrakis Systems inc.
www.arrakis-systems.com

970-461-0730

Nova -10C
digital console
$2,795 msrp

Digital Consoles

X -Mixer
digital console
$5,495 msrp (10 chi

.$6,995 msrp (14 ch)

4 ,7

1200 series
analog console
$2.495 ms.p (5 ch)
$3.795 ms.p (10 chi
$4,795 ms -p(15 chi

Analog Consoles

12,000 series
analog c: insole
$4.995 rnsrp (12 :3h)
$6,195 msip (18



REN

Seven
Stations
in a
New
Facility

By Bill Schulz
The roadmap to HD Radio brocdcasting can be planned in
from various starting points. WF i[e some operations have
the luxury of initiating an all-ot-cnce upgrade, most are

forced to start either at the sti:tio or the transmission site.
In the case of Americom Reno, a seven -s ation, medium -mar-

ket radio operation in the heart of Nevada, our path to HD
Radio starts at the studio. Our -event move to a new facility
is not the classic example of cons:l cation, bringing multiple
stations in different facilities uncset cae roof. All seven stations
(KRNO-FM, KODS-FM, KLCA-PM, KCTQ-FM, KBZZ-AM and
KJFK-AM; and Scott Communi:ot ois-owned KWNV-FM, for
which Americom Reno provides programming, operations
cnd engineering sources) we -e centralized in our previous
facility as well. Instead, the move tells tl-e s,ory of a grow ng
station group requiring more on -air and production flexibility
cs it lays the groundwork for -D Radic.

1111111111111111.

ugust 2007

The tower
behind the
Americom
Reno facility,
erected by
PNR systems,
include! nine
Comsat STL
microwave
dishes that
beam to nine
transmilers
between five
transmission
facilities. A
kick of "1
lines to the
transmission
sites alc ng
with rugged
terrain made
microwave
ST1. a must.
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Americom Reno

The KODS-FM studio is centered around a Harris Netwave console
and Prophet Nexgen automation. Rack equipment at KODS includes
Denon CD players and a Gentner Digital Hybrid II phone system. A
Harris World Feed panel for plug-in systems is integrated into the
top of this rack.

The opportunity to move came with somewhat of a push
when our previous facility, a high-rise rental in downtown
Reno, was sold. The move was welcomed, as it al owed
us to upgrade our technical platforms and IT department
in a larger facility instead of forcing everything into the
dwindling space of the high-rise. Our parent
company purchased a business plaza and
had the existing area in the center of the build-
ing completely restructured and reformatted.
(Tenants were retained on the outer edges of
the two story plaza).

The facility layout is simple, with administra-
tive offices, sales team, and the traffic and
billing department located downstairs, along
with various conference rooms, a telephone
bank and a gigantic sales pit for large busi-
ness meetings. The second floor is dedicated
to programming, with seven control rooms,
two production studios, one talk studio and
a technical operations center (TOC).

The move was completed over the course of
several weeks, with Harris leading the techni-
cal relocation project. The stations went on
the air in a staggered launch, as a new tower
was erected behind the facility to accommo-
date transmissions-currently all analog. This
included multiple microwave dishes for STl
with an array of antenna systems.

Harris was selected to lead the project be-
cause of a long relationship that included our
previous relocation project. Harris provided

all the integration work in
both facilities: As the only
radio outlet for our com-
pany, we have only one
contract engineer and a
handful of volunteers. A
group of Harris engineers
led by Hal Welch came
in beforehand to perform
a full job analysis, and
Welch's familiarity with
our previous system made
the move and integra-
tion process that much
smoother.

All seven on -air studios feature Harris Net-

wave -12 digital on -air consoles, with Vistamax
Envoy networking for audio/program routing
and source sharing. A Harris rep analyzed our
routing needs, pertaining especially to our satel-
lite programming and Iwo AM stations for live
talk routing, and determined the Envoy was the
appropriate platform for this facility. All on -air
and production studios have Envoy frames tied
to the main Envoy system in the TOC.

The Harris Netwave consoles (16 channels,
12 faders) work the same way as the larger
UM Digital console but offer a more attractive
price point. Sources are added to the console
simply by sliding off the back panel and punch-

ing in the source. Typical sources for the on -air Netwaves
include mics, four Prophet Nextgen automation buses,
two Tascam CD players, Telos or Gentner phone systems,
and two routing buses from production.

The last two faders on the Netwave boards are dial -ups

A rack row in the technical operation center houses
the on -air processors, RF monitoring equipment and
EAS encoders/decoders.
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Traffic reporter and on -air
talent, Trey Valentine at work in
Production 2.

for Envoy, allowing the studio to dial up any
source in the building. We can block certain
programming to specific consoles using Envoy.
This means that if only one station will ever air a
specific program received via satellite, it won't
appear on the Envoy dial -up function in other
studios. We typically include 15 potential
sources per fader. This cuts down on time spent
flipping through channels on the Envoy to call
up the appropriate source.

All studios have a World Feed Panel, a utility
panel designed by Harris encased in a wood
frame. TV crews and live bands can plug di-
rectly into this panel, which can also be used
for temporary audio sources such as (pods or
laptops. The World Feed Panels provide a
variety of input jacks (RCA, XLR, 74", le").

Operators can manipulate the audio from
these World Feed Panels through a direct CAT5E

wiring connection to a Netwave console. The
panels connect back to TOC over the same
CAT5E wiring, and can therefore be used in
any room that runs cabling to and from TOC.
The panels are very portable, so a large band
or syndicated show that cannot fit into a studio
can create a show from the first -floor conference
room. The World Feed Panel plugs into the floor
and sends the audio back to TOC and into the
main Envoy frame, where it is then routed onto
the appropriate studio destination.

Routing and control
The Prophet Nextgen system provides auto-

mation services for all studios. The complete
system for each studio comprises one main
and three auxiliary pods. A Broadcast Tools
four -input switcher connects to the Prophet
computer so the operator can bring the system
up through Envoy if the control board goes
down. Envoy also provides redundancy for
the consoles during Netwave maintenance,
and the Prophet system is flexible enough that

.
we can automate all seven stations from my desk if any unusual
maintenance issues arise.

The Broadcast Tools switcher can also be utilized to override
on -air programming. In case of an emergency, we can air a live
news feed to any station.

Our mass production room measures 16.5' x 9.5', and the sec-
ondary room measures 9.5' x 8'. Both use Netwave eight -channel
consoles. At first glance these might seem far less powerful than the
32 -fader Mackies we used for production in our previous facility.
Since most of our production is mixed in the IT cepartment these
days, we decided to install smaller consoles in ou new production

Omni or Cardioid,
You've Got It Covered.

Forget tapes, discs, cards and cables.
Just pick up a FlasaMic and go.
Combining a broadcas7.-quality Flash recorder with a Sennheiser mic
capsule, HHB's new FlashMic is perfect for interviewing, journalism
and any type of voice recordir.g.

One button press is all it takes to start recording in either linear
or MPEG 2 formats. 1GB of built-in memory stores a massive 18
hours/999 tracks of recording-. and it's easy and quick to transfer files
for editing or onward
transmission via FlashMic's built-in USB interface.

Power comes from standard AA
batteries, and the included FlashMic
Manager software makes it easy to
configure single or mu:tiple FlashMics,
select record mode, control the gain
setting, high pass filter, and enable
your preferred configuration of your
FlashMic. Available with carthoid or
omni capsules, FlashMc is all you
need for broadcast -quality recording.

So just pick up a FlashMic anc go.
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FlashMic
THE WORLD'S FIRST DIGITAL RECORDING MICROPHONE

www.flashmic.info

Distributed the USA and Latin America by. Sennheiser Electronic Corp
1 Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 USA 1.1-. 860-434-9190  Fax 860-434-7759  www.hhbusa.com
Latin America Telephone 52-55-5639-0956 52-55-5639-9482  Distributed in Canada by HHB Canada Tel 416-867-9000 Fax: 416-867-1080
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Bill Schulz hosts the morning show from the KCLA-FM air studio.

studios to provide plenty of production capability
but also provide space for other systems.

Each production room uses a Shure SCM268
mixer to control multiple Sennheiser MD -421
and Audio Technica microphones. Two Prophet
buses are utilized on the board as opposed to

Introducing...GRAHAM STUDIOS

Serving
Broadcasters

for over
=LI 23 yearstr-

./

Formerly affiliated with
Arrakis Systems, now
c wned and operated

by Rod Graham

AFFORDABLE
STUDIO FURNITURE
AS VERSATILE AS
YOU ARE

(866) 481-6696 or (970) 225-1956 I www.graham-studios.com
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Talk show host Panama hosts The
Panama Show from 9 a.m. to noon
Monday -Friday from the KIM -AM
talk studio. The custom talk table
features countertop -mounted delay
systems.

the four used in the on -air boards. Two routing
buses for Envoy, a Numark CD player, and
ProTools editing system round out the sources.
Material can go directly to air via Envoy;
otherwise it is ingested into Prophet or burned
to CD for later use.

We decided not to connect our Prophet system
to the Internet because of virus threats, although
we can connect manually when required. MP3
files from production sessions are dumped into
Adobe Audition audio editing computers prior
to being sent to air, ingested into Prophet or
burned to CD. Each production studio is also
outfitted with a Protools system for production
flexibility, but the Audition systems are our
primary editing systems.

Solid foundation
Each on -air and production studio features

Harris Quickline II furniture. The main furniture
piece adds a double guest wing in the produc-
tion rooms and several FM studios to provide
plenty of room for guests to stretch their legs.

The Netwave console and Prophet systems
sit atop the main furniture surface, along with
various on -air and production components. The
KLCA studio, for example, uses a 360 Systems
Shortcut for live effects. The Shortcut is wired
directly to the Envoy frame in the studio. A 360
Systems Instant Replay has also recently been
added to this studio. Most on -air studios also
feature Airnet machines and Adobe Audition
digital editors on the Quickline surface for

production assistance, meaning each on -air studio can also act
as a production room when necessary.

Each Quickline II piece features a turret for cable runs and built-in
mountings for XLR jacks and mic booms. Built-in headphone jacks
are installed in both host and guest positions. These are very solid
phone jacks dropped into the surface with a rugged design that
won't break down within six months. Our older furniture used quick -
solder jacks for headphones that broke down often, so this was a
positive change for show hosts and the engineering staff.

The 12.5' x 16' talk studio features a Harris Smoothline talk
table with a long countertop. A full-blown cabinet at the end of

BROADCAS

ii
Your Forty Second
Insurance Policy

. 0
The AirTools 6100 and 6000 Broadcast
Aucio Delays provide up 'o forty seconds
of audio delay to your live or syndicated
broadcasts making it easy - and afford-
able - to keep your airwaves clear of
unwanted comments or profanity. With
a full 20 kHz stereo bandwidth and
four user -selectable algorithms, your
audience will be unaware of the delayed
broadcast. Carrying a competitive price

tag, the AirTools 6000 brings world -class
profanity delay within the reach of any
b-oadcaster. While advanced features
fcund on the 6100 include AES digital
ITO, TC89 time code dual window display
support RS -232 remote control.

C ean, flexible, easy to use and seamless:
AirTools Broadcast Audio Delays.

With the help of Symetrix AirTools 6100 Broadcast
Audio Delays, NASCAR race fans are transformed
from distant observers to virtual co-pilots by
listening to the clear and profanity -free. live,
in -car communications of their favorite NASCAR
drivers at every Nextel Cup Series. race.
(PHOTO CREDIT: GETTY IMAGES)

0 2007, Symetrix. Inc. All rights reserved. In the interest of continuous product improvement, features and

specifications are subject to change without notice.

Engineered by Symetrix
6408 216th St. SW I Mountlake Terrace. WA 980131 USA Tel: +1 (425) 778.7728 I Fax: +1 (425) 778.772'
www.SymetrixAudio.com
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Americom Reno
the talk table features an Airnet machine, with a conduit
leading to the Telos telephone system on the countertop.
The cabinet also features Shure SCM268 microphone
mixers, rackmountable Symetrix501 on -air processors,
and AirTools 6000 broadcast on -air delay systems-all
locked behind a door, out of sight and out of mind.

The set-up in Production 1 shows the
typical console and automation system
layout in each studio.

The cables are run through turrets to connect to the
components used for our live talk programs (two per
day, one for each AM). Harris also added Pro Booms
(i.e., fancy mic booms) with a sleek appearance, and
added a sunken interface for the delay system, complete
with a dump button. A Henry Engineering Superely was
also added to toggle back and forth between our two
AMs for monitoring.

www. done
1 8 88 -8 9AUDI

The Plan B Classic is your guarantee of delivering
uninterrupted audio service. It's three units in one:

Digital and analog silence sensor
Built-in backup audio on CD, DVD, or Compn< Flush
Auto -dialer with clear human voice

ply the
MVO, IOW

yd.s
hose f

The Smoothline piece features three separate positions
at the talk table with room for five. There are two host
positions on each side of the table: One side looks into
the KBZZ studio, while the other side looks into KJFK.
The guest position at the end of the table looks down the
length of the table, and the table adds an Envoy frame
for audio routing if necessary.

The Envoy system also allowed us to better organize
the TOC. Many engineering rooms have walls and
walls of punchblocks. Our back wall is very clean with
much less wiring. The Envoy design utilized a basic
punchblock system-very user-friendly for engineers and
easy to swap connections when necessary. The CAT5E
trunk cables were custom-made by Harris at its Quincy
facility. Welch and his crew pulled all the wires from the
individual rooms using a wire tray and ran them neatly
and professionally into the TOC.

Behind the scenes
Eight custom Harris equipment racks house the TOC

equipment. One rack is completely dedicated to Envoy,
with a second rack devoted to our Prophet Systems utility
machine and the Prophet Nextgen dual servers and DRR.
The Envoy acts as a traffic cop, receiving all the signals
in the facility and routing them to the appropriate device.
It includes a list of commands that tells the system where
to route specific signals. That list is controlled through
the utility machine, which talks to Envoy, Prophet and the
Netwave consoles.

All major external programming enters our facility through
Starguide satellite receivers. Five Starguide devices in
the TOC receive and decode the signals, mostly from
Westwood One, Jones Radio Network and CBS feeds.
Most of these signals are then transported over CAT5E
wiring to Envoy. Raw signals can go straight to air; signals
with coding issues are routed to Prophet.

Optimod on -air processors (8100 to 8500) with spatial
enhancers and an XT chassis are installed across racks 3
through 8, along with the five Starguide satellite receivers.
The Optimods are the last devices in the signal chain.

An HVAC system on the roof feeds a unit positioned
in the center of the TOC ceiling, providing an open air
dump into the room with plenty of cool air to the keep the
equipment in top operating form. A Staco STCSC3001

UPS system provides the power supply for all
the TOC equipment, and the Harris equipment
and Prophet system came with dedicated UPS
systems. Our staff installed a CAT generator
outside, which sits on a concrete slab and
provides plenty of juice to the facility in the
event of a power outage.

The location of this building offers a direct
line of sight to our tower and antennas. The
tower, erected by PNR Systems, adjoins directly
to the rear of our facility and includes nine
microwave STL dishes: one for each station
plus two backup dishes. The Comsat 6' STL
grid dishes were provided through Harris with
tower coaxial cabling from Andrew. Microwave
STL connections were necessary due to terrain
issues and lack of telephone lines to most of
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The frontfront entrance to Americom Reno. The
first floor houses the administrative and
sales operations; programming operations
and technical engineering is centralized on
the top ioor.

Equipment list
360 Systems Short/Cut
50 -Pair <rone blocks
Adobe Audition
Audio-Technica mics
Broadcast Tools four -input switchers
Comsat STL antennas
Denon CD players
Digidesigl Pro Tools
Electro-Voice RE -27 ND
Gentner Digital Hybrid II
Harris 3x6 headphone amps, Integrator

racks, Netwave, Quickline II,
Smooft-line, Vistamax Envoy

Henry Engineering Superelay
JBL Control 1
Mackie -R626 powered reference

monitor
Middle Atlantic 500 Rack Screws
Numark CD players
0.C. Whie mic booms
Orban Optimod 8100 and 8500 audio

processors
Pandut Minicom patchbays
PNR Sys -ems tower
Prophet Nexgen
Radio Systems BOB1024
Sennheser MD421
Shure SCM268, Popper Stopper
Staco SICSC3001 UPS
Starguicie satellite receivers
Symetrix Air Tools 6000, 501E
Tascam -EACDO1UPRO CD Players
Telos 1x6

our transmitter sites.
The dishes connect directly to the TOC, with a quarter -

inch coaxial cable to the room, and a 1-1 /4 coax run
down the side of the building, approximately 350 feet
from the tower. A trench was dug in the parking lot for a
conduit to run cable from the side of the building to the
tower. The nine dishes beam to nine different transmitters
at five sites. Our largest transmitter site, with KDOS, SLCA
and KRNPO, are located on Slide Mountain.

Our STL system is designed with on HD Radio broad-
casting future in mind, with plenty of capacity and power
coming off the dishes to handle HD Radio signals. first

step of this process was to fix everyth ng at home first,
moving everything to non -compresses audio that is of
better audio quality and is 100 percent compliant with
HD Radio. We could immediately tell the difference
in audio quality when we switched f-om our previous
automation system to the new one.

Our automation system will also allow us to initiate
datacasting in the near future, with Envoy taking a direct
data feed from Prophet and pishing those text -based
streams to air. With our studio systems in place, we
appear to be in excellent shape for an HD Radio future,
and seemingly ahead of many of our broadcasting peers
in the Reno market.

Schulz is director of programming and operatic 

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

`h-"kiltr

From practice spaces to professiona recording studios, we can help
you get the materials you need :o fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams, fiberglass panels. diffusers, bass
and corner traps, vibration cont-ol, acoustical wall fabrics, ceiling tiles.
nodular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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Yellowtec Mika
An important facet of the recent KKDA-FM studio reconstruction was
creating a highly functional, yet unconventional looking studio. I was
seeking a new approach to the predictable time-honored wisdom in

regards to microphone arms. What has been a given for decades would look
like a holdover from the Jurassic Period in the new control room.

Various attempts have been made in conventional arms to suppress the groan
and twang of springs. But they can still be heard when the arm is moved or
bumped. Not to mention they produce their own resonant melody when the
speakers are cranked up good and loud.

Searching the Internet turned up a radical new
design: Mika by Yellowtec in Germany. This is
exactly what I had been searching for and more.
The style was simple and streamlined, resembling
a sleek robotic arm.

The construction consists of hollow, rounded,
rectangular side tubes with internal linkages. Three
joints and a swivel base provide movement in all
directions. Color finishes are available in natural
aluminum or dark gray. The two main segments of

Performance at a glance
Supports microphone

ano mounts up to
4.5 lbs

Sleek styling

Easily adjustable tension

On -air indicator

Many mounting options
for microphones and

LCD displays

the arm are each 15.75 inches long capable of
supporting a sizeable microphone and mount.

The construction consists of hollow, rectangular
tubes with internal linkages. Holdback friction is
set by a finger adjustable clutch plate on each of
the three moveable joints. It can be locked tightly
in place or set to offer slight resistance to accom-
modate various weights of microphones.

Mounting options
In the K104 studio, the arms are mounted directly

in the resin countertop with flush mounted stainless
steel bushings. Holes of 7/8" diameter accom-
modate the 23/4" long threaded sleeve, which is

by Gary Wachter

held in place by a large nut underneath. A plastic
sleeve buffers the moving arm from the fixed base
bushing. This further reduces friction and wear by
eliminating metal -to -metal contact.

Another mounting option offered by Yellowtec is
a table clamp for securing on the edge of counters
without the need to drill a hole.

Also worthy of consideration is a 17" riser post for
extension over monitors and other obstructions. This
is not just any plain extension pole, but a distinctive
aluminum extrusion with four vertical slots the entire
length spaced 90 degrees apart. These unique slots
support additional mounts for LCD monitors, copy
stands or multiple microphone arms. It can support
one microphone arm directly at the top. This pole
must be mounted into the countertop surface with
a desktop mounting kit. A very clean, uncluttered
solution built right into the riser post!

The arm can support microphones up to 4.5 lbs.
We use the Shure SM7B, which weighs in at 1 Ib
lloz, with no problem at all. The standard length

The mic cluster installed at KKDA.
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The Mika boom has an illuminated
ring to indicate that the mic is live.

arm works out for talent and guest positions but is
ust a little uncomfortable for the long reach over
the board. Yellowtec will be adding an extended
version later this year.

Good connections
The microphone cable is already installed inter-

nally in the arm. Generous slack is provided at
each end. The cable exit location is 2'/2" above
the mounting bushing and can be soldered to a
3- or 5 -pin XLR connector.

FIELD REPORT
Why consider a 5 -pin XLR? The newest version

has the option of a ouilt-in tally light above the
microphone mounting threads. The (additional two
wires power a ring of red
LEDs. This can be used as a

live mic on air or recording
indicator for the talent that
can't be missed.

In the KKDA-FM control
room, the Mika arms have
been used around the clock
since October of 2006 and

Yellowtec
P +49 2173 967 315

W www.yellowtec.com

E mbartsch@yellowtec.com

are holding up very well. I

could not be more pleased
with the quality of construction and superb support
provided by Yellowtec. f
Wachter is director of engineering of KKDA-AWFM and
1.13NB FM, Dallas.

Editor's note, Field Reports are an exclusive Raab magazine feature
for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by Nell -quailed staff at
a radio station, production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry Manu-
facturer support is limited to providing loan eduipmant and tc aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Ratio magazine to publish the retuits of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by Rac Po magazine

Coverage, Reliability, and
HD RadioTM Experience

When Vermont Public Radio installed HD RadioTm
at some of the worst weather sites in North America,

they chose

Mt. Mansfield

Vermont

October 2006

Shively Labs°
...again!

WVPR/Mt Ascutney; WNCH/Burke Mtn;
WVPS/Mt Mansfield - Bringing the first

HD RadioTm signals to the Green Mountain State!
P. 0. Box 389, 198 Harrison Rd., Bridgton, Maine USA 04009
(207) 647-3327 (888) SHIVELY FAX (207; 647-8273
sales@shwely.com www.siively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -
ISO -9001:2000 Certified

September 2E-28, Charlotte
See us at Booth 401
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PRESS TO PLAY
MESSAGE

tie INFORMATION
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Towerswitch
Collocom-2

\w/wRadioMagOnline.com

By Richland Towers Property
Management Team:

Melissa Anderson, Pam Merritt, Julie
Martin, Dan Greive and Jill Sermon

www.richlandtowers.com

Tower owners and managers are faced with a variety of safety issues.
Everything from FCC RF radiation compliance, OSHA hazard aware-
ness, unauthorized tower climbing/access and site security can pose

a threat. Safety is the number one priority for Richland Towers as we design,
build and operate our facilities. We strive to provide our tenants, vendors and
subcontractors with the most up-to-date information about our facilities through
a variety of means ranging from facility managers, written safety policies, site
signage, remote monitoring and access control, vendor/subcontractor qualifica-
tion processes, and the Towerswitch Collocom-2 solar datalogger.

Simply put, the Collocom-2 is an easy -to -install,
solar -powered device used to play an audio
message. Detailed information about safety
requirements and emergency information for the
tower facility, as well as warnings to un-authorized

Performance at a glance
Customizable

information messages

Multiple buttons for
informational messages

and emergencies

Adjustable
volume control

Weather-proof
enclosure

Solar -powered
operation

Optional footswitch
activation

personnel, are a few of the custom messages that
can be recorded. Richland Towers' Collocom mes-
sages include information on height of the tower;
Antenna Structure Registration Number (ASR); style

of tower and description (i.e. candelabra, etc.;
elevator operating procedures where applicable;
24/7 contact information for corporate office; RF
and high voltage warning notice; notification of
required personal protective equipment (PPE); site
address, and telephone number.

Installation
Messages are loaded into the unit as an audio

file via the memory card that slides in and out of

the unit. The speakers are of good quality and the
volume can be adjusted to a very loud announce-
ment that can be heard over most site noise. The
messages are played bock to the listener in the
order the user chooses by following the naming
convention of the audio file specified in the setup
manual provided. Messages can be changed
or updated by recording a new message and
copying the audio file to the memory card, or on
demand by pressing a button inside the device
and using an external microphone.

The Collocom can operate on a standard ac
power feed and optional solar power. The unit
is housed in a weather-proof, locked enclosure.
Press ng large buttons activates the playback of
the pre-recorded messages. An optional foot
switch can be installed on platforms, ladders
and other areas where a warning message
may be needed. The devices can be installed
in a variety of locations such as poles, walls
or fences. Richland Towers has installed the
devices in elevators to remind the tower crews
of important safety information while operating
the elevators. The installation manual is easy
to understand and in most cases, installation
takes less than one hour. Towerswitch provides
continued technical assistance for the products,
as well as a five-year limited warranty.

Richland Towers has installed more than 16
Collocoms in our top markets including Dallas,
Houston, Orlando, Atlanta, Sacramento, Nash-
ville and Knoxville. We view these units as an
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The unit installed at one of Richland's sites.

added insurance policy, and by using them, we
have lowered the possibility of potential accidents
and misuse of our tower facilities and elevators.
Based on the Collocom's reliable performance
and ease of installation, Richland Towers will

install additional devices
at our locations in New
York City, Los Angeles and
Tampa.

Towerswitch
P 954-428-0244

W NWW.towerswitch.com

E info©towerswitch.com

Greve is directs
management; And6.,,',',Ier-
ritt and Martin are property
managers, and Sermon is the
senior director of business op-
erations for Richland Towers,

Editor's note: =bid Reports are an
exclusive Radio magazine feature for
radio broadcasters. Each report is
prepared by wel -qualified staff at a

radlc, station, production facility or consulting company.
These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. M. .

facturer support is limited to providing ban equipment arid to aiding tr
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to pk..olish the iesults of any
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endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.
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Broadcasters have counted on ESE precision master clot <s
and timing -related products for over 35 years. ESE products
accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a choice of
GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time.

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a vast
universe of timing systems that are designed for easy
installation, set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127
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NEW PRODUCTS
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

www.RadioMagOnline.com

Codec
Telos Systems

Zephyr/IP: Zephyr/IP uses
Agile Connection Technol-
ogy (ACT) to continuously
adapt to network condi-
tions, minimizing the effects
of packet loss, varying

bandwidth c.]:,u jitter. ACT's error detection and
concealment routines, dynamic buffering and
other techniques work together to provide stable
IP audio connections. This codec features I/O
including AES/EBU, analog and a Livewire
Ethernet interface for direct integration with Axia
IP-Audio networks as well as LAN, WAN and Wi-
fi networks. Other features include studio -grade
24 -bit A/D-D/A converters transmission bit rates
from 16kb/s to 256kb/s and a Telos-hosted Z/IP
Server service for look -up of and connection to
other Zephyr/IP user

216-241-7225; www.telos-systems.com
telos-info@telos-systems.com

Micro Communications, Inc.
Full Line of FM Products

Coaxial Components:
Coax Switches
Filters
Power Combiners
Channel Combiners
Transmission Line
and Components

FM Antennas:

Horizontal Polarization
Vertical Polarization
Circular Polarization

Top Mount
Side Mount
Leg Mount

Custom Patterns

Micro Communications, Inc.
15 Caron St.  Merrimack, NH 03054

Phone: 800-545-0608 EXT 5266  Fax: 603-624-4822
E-mail: FMradiosales@mcibroadcast.com

Web Site: www.mcibroadcast.com
FMradiosales@mcibroadcast.com

Audio router
Studer

." II II II III.0 a 1 -m
Route 6000: ised upon the SCore Live DSP

core and D2 /0 system, the Route 6000
processing and routing system accommodates

up to 1728x1728 inputs and outputs. The main

DSP Core is highly suited to space -conscious
installations. With an internal D2 1 m I/O
system with up to 192 inputs and outputs, it

occupies 6RU, while multiple cores are simply
intrc,nnected using CATS tie !;ne

818-920-3212; www.studer.ch
sales@studer.ch; kholmes@harman.com

Single -channel mic preamp
Joemeek

sly

.1-0It-AL-o----7--. g * 1111

Six Q: Based on the company's Burr -Brown IC, this single -
channel mic prearrp provides three bands of EQ, an optical
compressor and analog and digital outputs. The unit's mic input
impedance is 1.2knand line input impedance is 2041. Other
specs include 10dB to 60dB variable gain, 70dB common
mode rejection, 0.001 percent distortion, and a 15Hz to
70kHz (-3dB) frequency response. The unit can operate on
115V or 230V power and consumes 30W. The digital output
provides a 24 -bit signal at 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz or
96kHz sampling rate via AES3, S/PDIF electrical and S/PDIF
optical output,

877-563-6335; www.joemeek.com
www.pmiaudio.com; sales@pmiaudio.com

I kW transmitter
Bext
P1000: The Bext P 1000 is a lkW transmitter approximately the size
of a shoebox, designed cs a transportable spare or emergency unit. It
is packaged specifically for portability- not just small and lightweight,
but also mechanically engineered for maximum ease of portability and
capability to withstand abuse during transportation.

619-239-8462; www.bext.com; sales@bext.com
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ALS audio switcher
Titus Technological

Laboratories
3-DRX: This audio switcher integrates a tv.

NEW PRODUCTS

-E - ---z

3 - RX
...........m........ ..raps

,,ne unit.
EAS insertion or an automatic audio switcher. The 3x1 switcher includes two digital inputs that can be ordered as AES3 or AES3-ID
inputs. The third input to the 3DRX is a stereo analog audio input. The unit will automatically switch to the secondary digital input if
the primary digital source fails. A tertiary stereo analog source will automatically be switched to if the two stereo digital streams fail
or have a loss of audio on the digital data stream. The stereo analog inputs are digitized at 24 bits and 32-, 44.1- or 48kHz sample
rate. The unit can also be accessed by remote control. In case of a power failure, an internal direct relay bypass is provided to con-
nect the digital AES input one to the AES output.

860-633-5472; www.titus1abs.com

Mixer
Soundcraft USA

UREI 1601E: The 1601E's effects sec-
tion is built around a core of five effects
(filter, delay, pan, cutter and Hanger), but
also hos o set of 25 combo presets in
five banks. The effects can be individually
assigned to each channel, and a bpm
fx cross -fader allows the DJ to select the
desired blend of effect and original sound
with a wet/dry mix. Two effect parameter
controls provide a unique way of modulat-
ing key parameters of each effect currently
selected, plus there are five selectable
effects speeds from 1 /4 to 2/1

818-920-3212; www.soundcraft.com
soundcraft-usa@harman.com

Interference reducer
Nautel
Precision AM GPS Synchroniza-
tion Unit: This unit is designed to
reduce interference between AM stations
operating on the same frequency, primarily
during evening and nighttime operation.
The device uses GPS signals to automati-
cally lock multiple, remotely located AM
transmitters to a common frequency/timing
reference, Audible and sub -audible beats
between the local station's carrier and
remot are eliminated.

207-947-8200; www.nautel.com
info4nautel.com

"Who says

IP-Audio is

the future?"

"They do."

Some very well-known companies are embracing

IP-Audio using Livewire-.

The Livewire logo is proof your

new studio equipment can con-

nect compatibly to IP networks

for linear, high -resolution audio.

Livewire: professional networked audio over Ethernet.

2907 Axia Audio. Livewire TM 115 Corp.; all other narks TM their respective owners.

1104-.>C1-24

-4,1113SI

1/44ENCO
!NC

Goggle
INTERNATIONAL
101.11111.10111

111-1111
www.netia.net

A Teb c ompa,

annttechnologies

Nistine Systems

Z1140111(ii411) MEDIA
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Coaxial
Dynamics Equipment & Components

A CDI INDUSTRIES. INC. COMPANY

Specialists in RF Test

7*? IP Digital Broadcast
Oel

Directional Wattmeters °41b

COQ Line Sections

Plug -In Elements

Loads and Attenuators

101,1114

Signal Samplers

Meters

Accessories

Low Pass Filters

Power Sensors

Custom OEM

Coaxial Dynamics (a CDI Industries, Inc. Company)
6800 Lake Abram Drive  Middleburg Hts, OH 44130

Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 800 -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

salesOcoaxialcom  www.coaxial.com

SMALLER. FASTER. COOLER.

The only thing we didn't
change is the price.

Our new 6500 series cards give you greater functiorality at the same
great price point. They're lead-free and RoNS compliant, too. With
powerful DSPs, +24dBu levels, MRXTM multi -rate mixing, SSXTM
surround -sound and AudioScience's "anything to arywhere" mixing
and routing, our 6500 cards are ready for some serious broadcasting.
To learn more, ask your automation VAR, or call +1-302-324-5333.

(iyavis,fazerdo) www.audioscience.com MINT
Armtagmemer

ar. Amery

NEW PRODUCTS

Small diaphragm mic
AKG
Perception 150: The Perception 150
professional /: diaphragm, externally biased
condenser microphone is the first in the Perception
Series to be a front -address model. It offers a frequency

range of 20Hz to 20kHz. The all -metal body aids in
the rejection of RF interference, freeing the unit to be used

along with wireless microphones or other communications
equipment. There is also a switchable pre -attenuation pad

allowing 10dBs of increased headroom, preventing the
output level from overloading mixer input stages.

818-920-3212; www.akgusa.com; akgusa@harman.com

Portable audio recorder, transmitter
You/Com Audiocommunicatie
Parrot: This hand-held unit for the roving
reporter records and is also a communication
device. The recordings are stored on
a removable SD memory card
in MP3 format. This gives
more than four hours of
high quality recording oi
a 256MB memory cora.
The unit is battery powered and
operates for eight hauls. Record-
ings can be sent as a file to the studio without using a PC, but
using a Bluetooth enabled device over the GSM network, to any
location. By connecting a laptop or PC, the recordings can be
sent over the Internet. The unit also includes Bluetooth connectivity
to establish a connection via a cell phone or other device. The
line output can be used to send a recorded item over an ISDN,
POTS or IP codec. Markers can be set within an audio file. Dur-
ing recording, the playback markers can be set or removed. The
audio between two markers can be regarded as a clip, when in
clip mode. When connecting a USB cable, it will function as an
external sound card of your PC or laptop.

+31 15 262 5955; www.youcom.n1

UPGRADES and UPDATES
RCS has released version 2.7.2 of Nexgen Digital. Nex
gen 2.7.2 includes RIAA reporting functionality, which
makes it easier for stations to report air plays for royalty
purposes. (www.rcsworks.com)...Axia Audio is now'
shipping (probe, a set of tools for network maintenance)
and diagnostics to manage, update, and remotely contro
Axia IP audio networks. (www.axiaaudio.com)... V-Softhas
released a version update to its FM Commander allocation
software. Version 6.3.0.4 adds several new features to the
frequency -searching program. (www.v-soft.com)...Neti
has added enhancements for added networking, distrib
tion and scheduling capabilities to Radio -Assist 7.5. Th
updates include U -Share network management, Feed -In IFl
Mode and Axia IP-Audio support. (www.netia.net)
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On -air console
Klotz Digital

Decennium: As part of a networkable audio routing system, the
Decennium standard console is supplied pre -configured to simplify
installation and set up. The console is modular and expardable, and
the configuration software allows it to be customized as needed. The
Decennium audio engine includes on -board DSP to provide voice
processor, parametric six -band EQ and dynamics on each channel.
Each channel strip features a rotary encoder with integrated push
button and a 16 -character display that can be used for source selec-
tion and channel -related parameter settings. The control surface is
available in 4-, 8- 12- 16-, 20- and 24 -fader frames.

678-966-9900; www.klotzdigital.com; sales@klotzdigitalcom

Audio vectorscope
RTW Radio-Technische Werkstatten
Digital Monitor 10500: The DigitalMonitor 10500 is an audio
vectorscope, peak program meter and status monitor that interfaces
to professional digital production environments such as video editing
suites, workstations or broadcasting studios. The instrument is con-
nected via XLR connectors and accepts signals up to 24 bit, 96kHz.
All essential parameters and displays are permanently visible. Sup-
plied as a tabletop unit with an adjustable stand, the monitor also
can easily be converted for front -panel mounting. For remote viewing
of all measured values and parameters, the built-in VGA output may
be used to connect any standard CRT or TFT monitor.

+49 221 709130; www.rtw.de

AES 42 digital mic interface
ATI Group

DMI-8: The first eight -channel AES42 digital microphone interface,
the 1 RU DMI-8 accepts inputs from eight AES42 digital microphones
and streams their audio signals via Cobranet or Ethersound over
ordinary CATS cable. The system is bi-directional, permitting re-
mote control of gain, pattern, transient limiting, rolloff and more,
along with phantom powering and tally lights for each mic. The
DMI-8 provides individual AES3 outputs for each AES42 input and
includes an ADAT Lightpipe port containing all eight mic signals. It
comes complete with ATI Digital Mic Management software per-
mitting real-time control of all performance aspects of eight digital
microphones from a remote laptop PC, allowing the recording
engineer to optimize microphone performance during live events
and broadcasts. Multiple DMI-8 units can be networked to support
rn,,rP, 'H(1 I 7P 'FICI,Inels on^±Ird F4,ernet interfaces.

800-922-8001; www.atiaudio.com; sales@atioutio.com

Your Best Move!
Make ERI part of your
broadcast strategy.

rJ
Your Single Source for Broalcast So utions"  377 ERI-LINE  vvv.e

The road to safety compliance
begins with a single step.

1_1

,

exp
corn

h ve o w it alor e!

-ave years of
ui 3nd yourto hr...dr I

p utilize a funct oval

f f r-Ji. p

-r

safety plan. From safety training, to site
readings to safety signage, RSI can
deliver a COMPLETE safety soli-Atm

R : Beca ise nobody likes trave alone!

Safety Through Eductt on

888-830-56 ssic orp.com

Visit u , r IA booth 111
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111) Midi° distribution
Barix Technology

Instreamer: With Instreamer, sta-
tions can be set up for distributed
audio and deliver music and
announcements from room to room, house to house, over international borders and oceans to the
intended destination.

LAN S.PDIF IN LINE IN t 2VDC

Expect M m Your AM Transmi er

4111111

1111111. 1.111M1
0111.

401111.1.M

)

Armstrong Transmitter X-10008 Made in USA

1KW HD Radio ready AM Transmitter for under $10K
Built with dual hot-swappable 600
Watt RF modules capable of 150%
modulation, X -1000B can bring
that major market sound to your
radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological flnovations,
X -1000B offers high reliability,
built-in redundancy and it is HD
Radio' ready.

Best of all, our customers tell us
that :he money they save running
the X -1000B pays for itself with

ARMSTRONG
CORPORATur.

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx.com / www.armstrongtx.corn
HD Radio is a registered trade mark of 18putty Digital Corporabon.

savings in electricity and
maintenance costs over an older
transmitter ...and as a bonus they
get exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our word for it.
Talk to our customers already on -
the -air with the X -1000B. Call or
email for a users list and decide
for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.

Product Showcase

Sine Systems

Model RFC -1,8 Remote Facilites Controller
control transmiter from any telephone

 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
 programmable control by date and time

optional printer and modem adapters
 programmable telemetry alarms

integrated rack panel

615.228.3500
mom inftrmarion: www.sinesystems.com

coo

866-815-0866; www.barix.com
info@barix.com

Music library
Non -Stop Music Library
Amphibious Zoo: Amphibious Zoo is
a five -CD set of contemporary music: Disc
one includes high-energy electronic beats
and loops; disc two features a wide-rang-
ing collection of blues; disc three highlights
modern grooves with Indian flavor; disc
four features the best of American urban
hip hop; and disc five is an extensive
sampling of funt
801-531-0060; www.nonstopmusic.com

info@nonstopmusic.com

Find the mic
winner
June issue

Congratulations to

Bill Gellhaus
of WGLS-FM,

Glassboro, NJ.
His name was drawn from
the correct entries for the

June issue. He won a Heil
PR -20 mic from

Transaudic Group.

The mic icon was on the
second grill opening of

the RE -20 mic.

ITOsAuADITB ASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary. For complete
rules, go to RadioMagOnline com.
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Broadcast Software 1-888-274-2721
www.bsiusa.com

Radio Automation

imy r..1

Jam

i4M11011135;;;ICI
- --

Mr1=0,1=1111,1=111INTIC

=a.. rrzrii

Simian - radio automation
and digital play out system

SkimmerPlus - professional
audio logging and skimming

CD Ripping

ISO OM+ ON.

..t. .......

No.

. mai na
MS NO

%NIX

Speedy- professional CD to
PC ripping and file tagging

Stinger- instant acess to
288 'rapid fire' audio files

Digital Cart Player

WaveCart - the original
cc -screen cart machine

Full PC Systems

Complete PC systems -
with hardware and music

Music Library

.1=
Mi. YR AU

i E
AL 2sr^

MusicStore - over 55,000
ready to play (tagged) songs

AudioScience - built for
broadcast, pro sound cards

Broadcast Software International
503 E. 11th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401 USA
Di-ect: 541-338-8588
Fait: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales(' bsiusa.com

Trigger & Relay Devices -
fcr GPI/0 & remote control
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Cable connector
Neutrik

Crimp XLR: As the crimp termi-
nation version of its "XX" and "DLX"

series, the Crimp-XLR is an ideal
solution for large cable assemblies
and solderless RoHS applications.

It is available in several models for
greater versatility and faster assembly.

The three -pole FXX (NC3FXX-A-D) and
MXX (NC3MXX-A-D) cable connectors are

terminated on semi -automated machines and
include boot assembly and cable testing, while
the three -pole FXX and MXX connectors (NC3FXX-

HA/NC3MXX-HA) and the three -pole NC3FD-LX-
HA and NC3MD-LX-HA chassis connectors are
terminated with hand crimp

732-901-9488; www.neutrik.com
info@neutrikusa.com

Automation suite
Winmedia Software

Winradio 2.7: vVinRadio 2.7
is an integration of web services
enabling remote voice tracking,
flow control and soles by using
handled devices. The ergonomy
of the software has also been
polished with a new version of
the mixer window, new version
for the on air system, and new
graph.,

514-984-4912; winmedia.ca
Jerome@winmedia.fr

AP-to-EAS converter
TFT
Model 2008: This CAP-to-EAS was de-

signed by Hormann-Amer-

ica. The Model
2008 con-
nects to a

CAP feed via
the Internet and op-

tionally by other means, processes incoming
messages and sends them as audio to an FCC

type -approved EAS encoder/decoder. The
converter connects to an EAS unit just like a
radio tuner. The unit polls a CAP source every

15 seconds for new emergency messages
and generates an EAS protocol output. The
unit, a 1 RU PC, includes a 40GB hard drive
to store data.

800-347-3383; www.tftinc.com
dparker4tftinc.com

Automatic voltage
regulation
Stormin Protection Products
AVR+Spike Block: This automatic voltage regu-
lator prevents feuu Luck loop and case/ac ground
notch filtering for ground transit surges caused by
lightning, pumps, motors and drives. The system
prevents noise generated by heavy-duty equipment
that emit impulse frequencies below 50Hz, and
lightning impulse frequency above 2. 2GHz. Using
this product along with an existing UPS and other
surge suppression devices will create alternative
pathways for lightning to travel.

888-471-1038; www.storminprotection.com
storminprotection@earthlink.net

File transfer
Unlimi-tech Software

File Catalyst Web: Combining file transfer
ease and e-mail notification with acceleration,
File Catalyst Web from Unlimi-Tech Software
Inc. removes complexity for ordinary end
users. A File Catalyst Web user can send
files of any size to anywhere using a web
browser, make scheduled and automatic
transfers via desktop client, transfer data at
maximum bandwidth, is immune to latency
and packet loss, has the industry standard
SSL for control channel and AES for data
encryption, can automatically detect line
speed with adaptive rate control and has
cross -platform support (Windows, Linux,
Solaris, Mac OSX)

877-EASY-FTP

www.filecotalyst.com
info@utechsoft.com
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Ram Broadcast Systems
auilds studios for most of North

America's major networks, group
stations, and news organizations. Ram

offers cornpreher sive studio design, fabrication,
systems intec nation, aid custom furniture. Put Ram's

35 years of experience to work for you!

FAK1 &oaf cait Systems

v:vvvvrarnsyscorn.co.
800.779.7575

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

MOM
GET ON -THE -MR STAY ON -THE -AIR!

V SOW RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

1

THE ORIGINAL...
"STATION -IN -A -BOX"

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy-

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box' from Ramsey!

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. LLC
5410 rashers Station Drive, Vii tot NY 14%4

ramsey HOO 445 2195 ..115 4574 4'460

wwtiv.ramseybroadcast.com

This is a small ad fa- a

GREAT
RADIO AUTOMATION
SOFTWARE
with a small price, too!

Get your free demo toda,:

www.radiocube.cen

We beat the iompeition.

Software for
Station Operctors cud D1'!

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

longley-Rece in Hawaii Using Terrain -3D '

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

J Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM, ITU-R P 1546-1.
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 3TM

4Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderr"

uoPrepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2T"

*fPlot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D TH

oftThe leader in broadcast
....: .";:;::: engineering consulting

software

WWW,v-soft.corn 800 743-3684
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REmote Broadcast Solutions!!!
COrcu/tVValorlIcaran
AA iCL:

PONI/11.41c Input timeoltbelk
qC

MicT61 - linic/Lirw to TFIF.phonF IntFrfpcF

 Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm

'0) O perates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

 H igh quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

 External power input with silent, auto -switching battery !Dacia p.

Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels.

Chi
MISOlgaCtiel

Meat @Mai),2805
Florida 32609 (EM

CSCUOWNIcif 1.11 ay
11,4

Audio
n4114

Prone
U

Warr

TEITap - Pocket-51zrd
Manual TFIEphone ComplFr

 Can be used as a phone tap or a pasige manual
telephone coupler.

 Send or receive telephone audio.

 Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from
the phone line, but leaves the TelTar connected.

 Compact size & low cost ma yes the felTap a grew
remote kit addition for main or back Jp capabilities.

Gel info on thczse E- other
grEai remotr products at
www .cir cultwerkes.com

USE THE COUPON BELOW AND

SAVE 10% ON YOUR NEXT ORDER!

11)6
Freeland Products, Inc.

,rte Rehifildor of Quality Tubes Mice 1940

WW w. freela ndproducts.com
75412 Highway 25, Covington, LA 70435

800-624-7626  985-893-1243 ' Fax 985-892-1323

E-mail freeland-inc.com©freeland-inc.com
Are you looking for ways to cut your engineering
budget, while maintaining the highest quality
for your station?
We offer a great warranty, quick service and technical
support for our customers 24/7. We can bank your

I-11 rebuilt tube too, until you need it, just ask.

We have a LARGE stock of commonly
used tubes ready to ship. If you're in
a hurry we can ship from stock.
Call 800-624-7626 for more information!

Take 10% off the cost of your F',
next Rebuilt Transmitter Tube. i

-coupon copies are not VALID -

This original coupon MUST accompany
Radio the used tube when sending for rebuild.

The Ultimate IBOC Receiver/Translator

Designed to accommodate "full envelope" baseba-id signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the
TRO, is fully self-contained and does not require an IBOC exciter.
In fact, it arrives ready for full deployment under al! ex sting FM
modulation forms.

Along with the savings in not requiring a proprietary exciter, the
TRO-1 offers considerable versatility. Irstallatial s simplified,
requiring only connection to the receiving anter na and a
linearized PA. Operational settings are via the front panel control
center or by RS232 serial data I/O.

At the heart of the TRO design and what makes. it work is
patented NTP-based technology, which enables the TRO's
unique method of translation. In effect, this NTP-based process
removes noise from consideration by establishing a noise floor
that is well below normal measure. Such significa It noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increasec sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

fct v\fct f-800-268-8637
FAX - 866-791-7443

PO Box 386 Lancaster tn" 14086
Website 'www.fanfare.com" Email "proinfo@fanfare.corn"
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Radio newsroom software can
make your web site look a lot better

Web publishing can be as easy
as sending an email.

the best web site in your market.-lave

xi..

MI

wjbc.com kpbs.org
wftr960.com 580wdbo.coffi

wsmiradio.com Emmis Cox
kbkw.com mix96.net

hoosieragtoday.corn
kiow.com ktlo.com

knzafm.com kcnzam.com
wsjm.com kuaz.org

750kerr.com Mid -West Fam,,,
networkindiana.com

mnnradio.com & ma"v r"ore.

Use the news & sports you just aired
- publish text, audio & video all in one step

Eliminate tedious cut & paste submission forms
Non-proprietary - compatible with your existing

web servers, ISP and CMS
Revamp your existing sites or start from scratch
Great for podcasting, RSS, school closings & more

Newsroom & web publishing software info:
wireready.com/webready
wireready.com/newsready

Solutions start as low as $1495

(800) 833 4459
sales@wtreready.com

Emergency Warning
& Community Messaging

using your FM station
with free RDS equipment.

Available today!

Call us
for more information

viaRaClio

awe,
.7,,emacal

,

ViaRadio Corporation
(321) 242-0001
www.viaradio.com

Radio Data Systems info(aviaradio.com

Specializing in RDS/RBDS solutions

MOORETRONIX
4t),111( VA' A IND 'STRIA( HI, Tv(

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX. ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available. tt'e MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.
Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device
and console logic. Each mocule comes with connectors, pins
and instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

ranscom
uorporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS EXCITERS

11 KW 2007 Crown FM1000A 'New' 20 and 30 W synthesized

1 KW 2007 Crown FM' 000E exciters

1 5 KW 1983 BE FM 1.5A Used 2004 Harris Digit 2nd Generation

3.5 KW 1986 Harris HT 3.5

5 KW 1988 Harris FM5K1

7 KW 2002 Harris Z16 IBOC

7+ KW 2005 Harris Z16 HOS IBOC NEW TV TRANSMITTERS

10 KW 2001 Henry 10.COOD-95 Special Discount Pricing On

20 KW 1985 Harris FM2OK
VHF and UHF IV Antenna:, 110w to

20 KW 1989 0E1 FMQ 20.0000B
10kW)

25 KW 1989 Continental 816R-36
TV STL

25 KW 1990 Continental 816R -3E

30 KW 1989 BE FM30A

50 KW 1982 Harris Combiner
w/auto exciter- transmitter
switcher

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
1 KW UHF Axcerra 832A. CH 28

25 KW
USED AM TRANSMITTERS

1985 Harris 5X2 DA
5 KW 1974 Continental 315F USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A Altronics 20KW Air Cooled Load
5 KW 1987 Harris MW5B Denon 720R cassette. NEW
10 KW 1985 Continental 316F Sola Voltage Reg 60hz 1 KVA s -phase
10 KW 1990 Harris DX10

50 KW 1985 Continental 317 C2

Please visit our web site, www.fmamtv.com. for current
listings or CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200. Huntingdon Valley. PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361
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GALLERY
Elevated Radial System
 Easily Inspected

 Less F. spensit e

 Performs equal to or better than a huried

system

 Requires kss labor and materials to install

 Fully moonlit, with F(( requirements
 ( 'an utilise the land below the system for

farming, stoorage buildings, etc.

 FRI- F system design with purchase of an

des ated radial system from \ lot, lid.

Phone 505-327-5646

Fax 505-325-1142

nott ltd
31$01 1.8 Plata Ilwy

Farmington, NNI I S.% 81.401

email: info a nottltd.com

tillW4ITIVe I LOW411TS

on
I

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

E nr oils

rhiPttparts.cum

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com

tr.\sic

ill C OMPANY
RF PARTS'

AM Antenna Solutions
Reach Farther, Sound Better,

Directional Arrelea
Systems

Diplexer/Triplaser
Systems

High -Power
Antenna Tuning Joi:s

LBA is ../cur trusted 'supplier for IBOC-
ready AN antenna systems. For over 40
years me have been designing and
manufactu-ing reliable Directional Antenna
Systems, ATU's, Multigle,<ers, Combiners,
Cellular/PCS Colocatior .olators, and RF
Componervs for all power levels.

Choose an LBA sistem and join thousands
of sa:isfied broad:asters in the US and
worldwide!

LBA can a so design, nainage, install and
finance yoir complete F project. Please
call us fc- 3 free :ethnical consultation!

RF Componants Factory Dealer For

Co poiNcs TOMCO

LBA Technology, Inc.
3400 Tupper Drive Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-C279 Far: 252-752-9155
Cor tact Jerry Brown: jtipown@L3AG-oup.com

www.LBAGroup.com
SINCE 1963

SONIFEX
AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
Redbox RB-DA6
6 Way Stereo Distri3Ltion Amplifier

2 balanced mono XLR ',puts.

12 balanced rroro :Li outputs.

Dual input gain coricrek on preset pots.

Run 1in/12 out nrcino.oe 1 in/6 out stereo.

Visit our website for Olt...ails:
www.sonifex.co.uk

111 FOR

ENV
DUE T:207 773 2424

E: iefo.,vindependentaudio.com
v.ww.independentaudio.com

INDEPENDENT
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GALLERY

Send us your photo
for the cover

of Radio magazine's
2008 Radio

Industry Calendar

If we use it on the cover, you will
not only claim the bragging

rights, you'll also win an EV RE -20.
Hurry! Entries are due by Sept. 14.

No purr hnte ne,,ary Details at RattothiatiOntutt. corn

OMNIFIAK
BROADCAST FURNITURE

Custom lin2gc 1.urrntilIc

Force 16 MI

Why Omnirax1
 Luelient tt4lahoranve custom design a_whef.

so vol get exactly what 1,,ou want
 1.1114111C 1.1111,111.1110(1 of style, tuncnottatty

and are ilOMICS
 Fananca attennon to detail
 15 wars iexpenence

100% satisfaction guaranteed

P O. 3ox 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.312.2607

www.omnina.com info@omn_rax.com

GOT ENDEC?
We've Got

Multi Station Relay Adapters for your

Control up
to 4 stations
with one Endec and one MSRA!
Cabinet and rack mount units
available. Economical too!

For pricing and details on these
and other innovative products
for the broadcaster, call or visit

us on the web at:

www.dmengineering.com

DM
EuineeriaL

2174 Chandler St. Camanllo, CA 93010

805-987-7881 800-249-0487

Does Your HD Monitor do this??
dB VR 0 6d8 Cl -I? 4dB HR 1 kHz

0

-30

-60

-90

50 - - 11 11

C2. 01 kHz
Ces -13.0dB

-23 4

PD
-23 3
PD?:
-20 3
PAn0 1R

20 4

24549408
1949"

0 00079414

24475680
298731

0 01220521

10660
1988

 8649155

Bit Error Rai( Information

Ours Does ! ! BELAR FMHD-1

figYM! Belar Electronics Lab., Inc

www.belar.com salesgbelar.com 610-687-5550
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CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

AcousticsFirst
Ti°.47888-765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Structural Analysis

CH
Electronics Research, Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc corn

AGINEet,

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS

EM InoorporMod
1943

r

Coming in the September issue of

Rad!u
IT for Radio Engineers

i6 ladle e J

Get your own copy!
Each month, the Radio
Technology Leader brings
you the latest must -read
information:
 Managing Technology
 Trends in Technology
 Facility Showcase
 RF Engineering
 Field Reports
 New Products
 FCC Update

Rad!
IMF 610,110 111,1.10104V 111 /1.01.1

To start your own FREE
subscription, go to

subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tc.nn6007

and complete the
online form TODAY!
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Meet the professionals who write
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This month:
Field Report, page 44.

Gary Wachter
Director of

Engineering
KKDA-AM/FM
Dallas

J" has
:.;et I actively
involved in radio
(and some TV) for
35 years. In the

1980s, he worked alongside Leonard
Kahn to FCC type accept AM stereo
and was the first to start broadcast.ng
full time at KTSA San Antonio.
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SIGN OFF wywv.RadioMagOnline.com
by Chriss Scherer, editor

Do you remember?

IHF f PRO.
.,ERFACE AMPLIFIER

HENRY ENGINEERING

In 1982, Henry Engineering began manufactur-
ing and delivering its first product: the Matchbox.
This utility device proved to be a popular interface
for balanced and unbalanced audio signals. In its
original form, the unit delivered an audio response
of dc to 20kHz ±0.25dB at 0.008 percent distor-
tion with a S/N ratio of about 80dB.

After 25 years, Henry Engineering offers an
updated version that fits in a 1 /3 -width, 1 RU

package. The current unit places the audio con-
nections on the rear panel, unlike the original
that provided all the connections on the front of
the project box.

Henry Engineering reports that the Matchbox
will be available in the original configuration
in the coming weeks -just in time for its silver
anniversary.

Sample and Hold
Commercial airtime loads

ranked by owner
A comparison of average minutes per

hour of commercials for various owners.
Univision

SBS

Salem

Saga

Radio One

Lincoln Financial

Greater Media

Entravision

Entercom

Emmis

Cumulus

Cox Radio

Clear Channel
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Bonneville

Beasley

ABC Radio
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SL,,f,:e: Media Monitors

That was then
During the early days of radio broadcasting, it was

common for stations to be owned by companies that
could use the medium to supplement its other business.

Department stores would own stations so they could
promote the store and sell receivers. Newspapers
would own stations
to sell more newspa-
pers. Even receiver
manufacturers took up
the practice. Powell
Crosley is probably
the most well-known
for this with Crosley
Radio and WLW in
Cincinnati.

There was another
manufacturer and
station owner in Cin-
cinnati thct gave it a
go. This 1925 ad
from Popular Mechan-

ics shows various
Logodyne Big Five

MIRA. ROMANO. AP MINIM

Kil1215 tiy921 0
Radio Offors

1,PIA RA.Pap 41.

receivers available from the Kodel Radio Company,
which also owned WKRC-AM. All of these units
were based on a five -tube design and boasted fine
hardwood cabinets, a built-in speaker and compart-
ments for A and B batteries. Other models, including
the Gold Star Series, were available with one, two
or three tubes.

More online
View a larger image of this

page by accessing this article
J.: online at RadioMagOnline.com.
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This Little Unit

Can Do BIG Things!
0 w AP -3 is the perfect HD Processor:

---Almorminor

EFfil\irJ F01).\ HD i\D_ILI7

The Vorsis AP -3 digital processor is
the ideal tool to shape you- sound

exactly the way you want it
-cleanly and eff ciently.

Built around a multi -band cornpresscr
vith complementary AGC, the AP -3
replaces a whole rack of dedicated
units. VORSIS pre -conditions your

signal (I-PF, LPF, notch filter, de-essec,
expander:, then let's you apply 3 -band

AGC/compression and 4-ba ld para-
metric EQ (signal chain reversible)

before going through a final stage
zero -overshoot peak limiter.

With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our

included PC graphic interface
software makes operatic n of the

AP -3 direct and easy, offering
:omplete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor

functions, system settings
and security-all through

a single RJ-45 ?thernet
connection that lets
you control one or

many AP -3 units.

TAILOR THAT SOUND Viidlit=w4f. TM

tel 252-638-7000 / sales@vorsis.com / www.vorsis.com Copyright 0 2005 by Wheatstone Cotporattor



BUT THE MISSION REMAINS THE SAME
Today's audio control surface has evolved to a very high degree. Yesterday's wish list

is today's feature set: total router integration, routable audio and logic, total show recall,
and a complete set of DSP audio processing are under the hood of this G7...

All in a package of stainless steel and aluminum designed for years of 24/7 service,
with a familiar look and feel that will help your talent make years of great radio.

Networked audio requires a higher level of expertise, experience and resources.
Benefit from all three with WHEATSTONE!

WE MAKE THE GOOD STUFF VW -it yCilt-irtOtew*at
Copynght m 2007 by Wheatstone Corporation tel 252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone.corn / sa/es@ wheatstone.com


